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Statement of Chairman Elijah E. Cummings
We convene today to review the operations of the National Maritime Center and the
issuance of merchant mariner credentials.
Over the past 18 months, the Coast Guard has consolidated the credentialing
functions that were previously provided at 17 Regional Exam Centers into the National
Maritime Center – and the Center opened at a new facility in West Virginia.
The Coast Guard has also made significant changes to the actual credential that it
issues. Specifically, it has consolidated the licenses, documents, certificates of registry,
and endorsements that it previously issued as separate items into a single new Merchant
Mariner Credential, which is essentially a passport-sized booklet. MMCs began to be
issued on April 15th of this year.
Finally, the Coast Guard has issued new guidelines to govern the type of medical
information mariners are required to submit at the time they apply for a new or renewal
credential as well as the specific review processes to which this information will be
subjected to assess mariner fitness for duty.
Each one of these changes is a significant alteration in the way the Coast Guard
manages mariner licensing, and I am hopeful that each change will, over the long term,
significantly improve the licensing process and the services provided to mariners.
That said, these hoped-for improvements have not yet been realized. To be frank, it
appears that the Coast Guard did not adequately plan all aspects of the consolidated
credential production process and the roll-out of the MMC – and this has led to extensive
delays in the issuance of credentials.
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Further, as one specific area of delay has been resolved,
subsequent bottlenecks have developed – and it appears that no
significant progress has been made in speeding credential
processing times.
In fact, in a report issued on January 22nd, the Coast Guard
indicated that the average gross processing time between July
2008 and January 2009 – meaning both the time required by the
Coast Guard to process an application and the time the service
waits for a mariner to provide additional information – totaled 83
days. 50 percent of the credentials issued during this period were
processed in under 52 days.
Looking just at the time that it took the Coast Guard to
process an application – and excluding all time spent waiting for
a mariner to provide additional information – the Coast Guard
reported that its average processing time in that period was 41
days, and that 50 percent of credentials were processed in 31 or
fewer days.
By comparison, in a report issued on June 29, 2009, the Coast
Guard reported that average gross processing time for a credential
between the beginning of 2009 and June 23rd was 80 days, while
50 percent of credentials processed during that period were
processed in 54 or fewer days. That same report indicated that
the length of time required by the Coast Guard itself in that
period to process an application was 48 days, and only 35 percent
of credential applications were being completely processed in 30
or fewer days.
In other words, between January and June 2009, total
processing time remained in the 80-day range – and it was
actually taking the Coast Guard itself longer to process credential
applications in the January to June 2009 period than in the six
months leading up to January 2009.
A credential is a mariner’s ticket to work. If the mariner does
not have that credential – for whatever reason – the mariner
cannot work.
Unfortunately, the Subcommittee has heard of instances in
which mariners’ credentials have expired before a renewal
application could be fully processed – and these mariners have
been left without an income while they were waiting for the
bureaucratic wheels to grind.
This is simply unacceptable. Given all that we are doing
to stimulate our economy and to support the growth of jobs, it
is inexcusable that any person should be out of work because
the government cannot process a professional credential in a
timely manner.
I look forward to hearing from Admiral Cook, the Coast
Guard’s new Director of Prevention Policy, and Captain
Stalfort, the Director of the National Maritime Center,
specifically what is being done to ensure that the new

credential processing systems finally yield real benefits to
mariners.
As I mentioned, the Coast Guard has also instituted new
guidelines regarding the assessment of mariner fitness for duty.
This guideline, known as Navigation and Vessel Inspection
Circular 04-08, is intended to provide the level of specificity
regarding mariner fitness for duty that previous guidance and
even statute and regulation have lacked.
The NVIC was the product of extensive work and
consultation – and the National Transportation Safety Board
indicated in its report on the Cosco Busan accident in San
Francisco that it is “responsive” to much of what the Board called
for in recommendations made after the 2003 allision of the Staten
Island Ferry.
Nonetheless, despite this improvement, there remain issues
related to the assessment of a mariner’s fitness for duty that we
look forward to examining today.
Currently, pilots are required to submit to the Coast Guard the
results of annual physicals. However, most mariners submit
medical exam results only once every five years when they seek
the renewal of their credentials.
In its report on the Cosco Busan incident, the NTSB noted
that the Coast Guard has not moved to require mariners to report
changes in their medical condition during the 5-year period
between credential renewals as the Board had recommended after
the Staten Island Ferry accident. We wish to understand why this
recommendation remains unaddressed.
Additionally, in its marine casualty investigation report on the
Cosco Busan incident, the Coast Guard Senior Investigating
Officer recommended that “the Commandant of the Coast Guard
amend the existing standards in Marine Safety Manual (MSM)
Volume III, for medical professionals performing mariner
physicals, to ensure that physicals are performed only by
designated physicians with a thorough understanding of the
physical and mental demands of a mariner’s position.”
The Coast Guard responded to this recommendation by
stating that “we believe the guidance provided in NVIC 04-08 is
sufficient to provide medical professionals with the necessary
understanding of the occupational demands of mariners to
perform marine physicals” and that the service therefore does not
intend to change its requirements regarding the medical personnel
who perform mariner physicals.
We look forward to examining these and related issues in
more detail today – and we look forward to the testimony of
industry witnesses assembled on our second panel, who will
provide a variety of perspectives on these issues.
With that, I recognize the Ranking Member, Congressman
Frank LoBiondo, for his opening remarks.

NATIONAL MARINERS ASSOCIATION
MISSION STATEMENT

NMA addresses issues important to the safety, health and
social stability of our mariners including marine safety, recruiting
and advancement of qualified mariners, and the protection of the
marine environment.
NMA will engage with all concerned to promote the maritime
industry as an attractive career and advocate legislation beneficial
to professional mariners, the maritime industry, and the marine
environment.
The American merchant seaman has always been a vital part
of our nation’s economy. Without their sacrifice and the
hardships they endured our nation’s prosperity could never have
been realized.
Today’s merchant mariners still sacrifice health, welfare, and
family time in their service to the sea. Our Association
recognizes their dedication and will utilize its resources to
support worthwhile programs that will aid our merchant seaman
and their families when in need. As a member, you will be part
of this meaningful endeavor while benefiting from joining
with America’s professional mariners.

The National Mariners Association (NMA), is a “lowerlevel”, “limited tonnage” merchant mariner advocacy and
watchdog group that engages the political process, primarily at
the national level, to improve the safety, health and social
stability of our mariners.
NMA is not a union, does not organize workers within
companies, or engage in collective bargaining.
NMA is a non-profit maritime organization that welcomes all
professional mariners whether military, commercial, or
recreational. Founded by a group of dedicated and credentialed
limited tonnage mariners, our aim is to provide a central forum
for communication and information where every mariner who
owns, operates, or serves on a vessel can access maritime-related
information and benefit from the shared experiences of fellow
seamen through our web page at www.nationalmariners.org,
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TOWING INDUSTRY HITS THE HEADLINES
TUGBOAT PILOT PLAN MAY HAVE BACKFIRED
By Cain Burdeau, Associated Press Writer
Published: Wednesday, July 8, 2009 at 11:00 p.m.

(AP FILE Photo/Bill Haber)
The Tintomara shows damage at the bow from a collision with a tugboat
July 23 in the Mississippi River at the Port of New Orleans. The man in
the wheelhouse that night held only an apprentice pilot's license.

NEW ORLEANS — A federal program to recruit more tugboat
pilots may have backfired by allowing thousands of novice
captains to take the helm and contributing to a 25 percent
increase in the number of accidents on the nation's rivers.
An Associated Press review of Coast Guard records
indicates that the U.S. tugboat fleet is increasingly piloted by
captains who have spent as little as one year in the
wheelhouse.
"The system has failed," said David Whitehurst, a tug
captain and member of the Board of Directors for the National
Mariners Association, a national tug workers' group based in
Houma, La.
"We have the highest horsepower in history, pushing more
tonnage than ever in history, with the least knowledgeable
personnel in history. It is a disaster. Look at the accidents
we've had in the past few years."
Said Richard Block, secretary of the mariners' group: "You
can't learn to run a towing vessel overnight, and some of these
companies are simply rushing it too much."
Pushing or pulling barges piled high with freight, today's
river tugboats are the 18-wheelers of the waterways,
transporting all manner of goods such as oil, grain and
chemicals.
At the start of the decade, the Coast Guard was under
pressure from the shipping industry to revamp its training and
licensing process for river pilots because an older generation
of captains in their 50s was beginning to retire, creating a
labor shortage.
The agency scrapped the time-honored "master's system"
in which captains hand-selected rookies for pilot training.
Instead, officials began allowing companies to pick
trainees and pay for them to become "apprentice steersmen."
Under the new system, someone can get behind the
controls of a tug after just a year, whereas the old arrangement
required new pilots to spend years working their way up to the
captain's seat.
In 2003, just 16 pilots were issued new apprentice towing
licenses. By 2007, that number ballooned to 871, and last
year to 885. The new pilots come cheap, too. An apprentice
earns about $175 a day compared with $450 a day for a top-

grade pilot.
But as the industry has added thousands of new pilots, the
number of accidents involving tugs, barges and related vessels
has jumped 25 percent, from 1,399 in 2003 to 1,754 in 2008.
And it's not because more goods are getting shipped. Over
that same span, cargo volumes rose by only about 3 percent.
Capt. David Stalfort of the National Maritime Center, the
Coast Guard's licensing branch, said the old master's licensing
system had well-documented flaws.
Before 1973, for
example, tug licenses were not even required. And even after
that, licenses were handed out to pilots with limited training.
The new system has done what it was designed to do.
"The apprentice mate is an effective program to get people
into the program," Stalfort said. "I wouldn't characterize it as
people coming off the street."
But Whitehurst and others worry that the industry has
become saturated with inexperienced pilots.
"I started out here when I was 14 years old, and I'm 58
now, and I'm still learning," Whitehurst said. "This is handson. The stuff we do cannot be put in a book.
"Over years of doing it, you develop a feel for what you're
doing. You look at the surface of the water – the water lilies,
the debris floating down the river, the channel-marking buoys.
It is like a book with open pages, and as the old timers would
say, you read it."
Some experts say there is not yet enough evidence to raise
the alarm about apprentice pilots.
"Ask me in 2011," said Richard Wells, a retired Coast
Guard license examiner. "I think we'll have a better idea
whether this change in licensing was positive or negative as
far as the accident rate."
The new pilots are supposed to be overseen by fully
licensed helmsmen, but they often run boats alone.
Requirements for log books, training and mechanical
checkups are routinely ignored, mariners and experts said.
The Coast Guard has long been overwhelmed by the sheer
volume of cargo on the nation's 25,000 miles of inland
waterways. The agency has focused its efforts on bigger
ships, which carry more cargo, and on fishing and recreational
boats, which account for most accidents.
That leaves tugboats largely un-policed.
The tugboat industry has "always been out of sight, out of
mind," said Whitehurst, the tug captain. "The rails and
trucking industry, they're in everybody's face. A towboat,
they're isolated, they're behind the tree line."
For tugboat pilots, the cost of an error can be frightfully high.
When a towboat commanded by a sleep-deprived novice
pilot pushed a fuel barge in front of a tanker in the New
Orleans harbor, the collision sliced the fuel barge in half and
spilled 283,000 gallons of oil.
The accident in the wee hours of July 23, 2008, caused one
of the biggest oil spills in U.S. history, even though the tanker
never ruptured.
John Paul Bavaret II, the man in the wheelhouse that night,
held only an apprentice pilot's license. There should have
been a fully licensed pilot with him. Bavaret (ba-vuh-RAY')
told the Coast Guard he had routinely piloted vessels on his
own, and that it was common practice at the company he
worked for, DRD Towing Co. of Harvey, La.
Thomas A. Allegretti, the tug industry's leading lobbyist,
characterized DRD as a rogue firm.
"No responsible operator is going to routinely participate
in a practice of using unlicensed personnel in the
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wheelhouse," said Allegretti, whose group is called American
Waterways Operators. "You would subject the safety of your
crew, of your vessel, of your cargo, to enormous risk by doing
that to say nothing about the attendant liability you face in
terms of federal prosecution and accidents."
There have been other serious accidents involving novice
pilots.
In 2005, an apprentice pilot misread warnings on the Ohio
River outside Pittsburgh, and his boat and six barges plunged
over a dam. Four mariners were killed.
And in 2003, a novice pilot steered a tugboat and its three
tank barges into a railroad bridge on the Atchafalaya River in
Louisiana, causing $210,000 in damage.
After the New Orleans accident, Congress called for
action, and the tug industry moved to close some of its own
loopholes.
The Coast Guard has started drawing up regulations for an
improved inspection program and began the "Big Tow
Operation," a nationwide effort to crack down on tugs that
break the rules.
The Coast Guard is also training a new corps of 100 field
inspectors specifically for tugs, hoping to examine the entire
fleet.
"Most mariners want the boats inspected because it will
make them safer," said Joel Milton, a New York-based tug
captain and columnist for WorkBoat Magazine.
"Companies would be more inclined to fix things." ¢
EXPERIENCE, SAFETY NEEDED ON THE WATER
[Editorial in the Houma Courier, July 10, 2009]
Background: Houma, LA, is located on the Gulf
Intracoastal Waterway 56 miles SW of New Orleans. The
residents of Houma pop. 40,000 probably forgot about the
allision of M/V MATTHEW REED and tow of propylene with
the East Main St. Bridge, on Dec. 18, 1989 that caused the
evacuation o many downtown residents. The bridge tender
violated Coast Guard bridge administration regulations, but
the Coast Guard punished the towboat Captain for causing
the accident. Also, the next year, the tow of the M/V NANCY
D. SPANIER failed to make a turn during the night with its
tow of tank barge COASTAL 2509, at GIWW Mile 60 on Nov.
2, 1990. The tank barge grounding caused a spill of
approximately 2012 barrels of crude oil with clean-up costs of
at least $459,420. In both cases, the Coast Guard did an
excellent job of handling the technical aspects of the pollution.
[Our files #M-175 & M-177 recall both incidents.]
+++++++++++
Editorial
Tugboats are a common part of the scenery in this part of
the world. And they seldom draw more than a passing glance
or thought – unless something goes wrong.
Here, where our homes and businesses are so close to the
water, and where the nation's largest river passes just miles
away from some of us, tugboats are an indispensable asset to
our maritime commercial industries. And nowhere is the
safety of tugboats and their operators more important.
That is why it should alarm local residents that the U.S.
Coast Guard has implemented a plan to license hundreds of
new tugboat pilots – a decision that has led to more pilots,
many with little experience. And a recent Associated Press
(AP) study says that over the same time, industry accidents

have increased by 25 percent.
Although there is no direct correlation between the two
numbers, there is enough of a link to give us pause.
According to the Associated Press report, in 2003, the U.S.
Coast Guard licensed 16 new apprentice pilots. By 2008, that
number had grown to 885.
Accidents over that same period rose from 1,399 to 1,754
– a 25 percent increase. The amount of cargo being hauled
over that same amount of time rose just 3 percent.
Lives and property are at stake when a person is behind the
wheel of a tug and guiding tons of cargo up and down our
many waterways. In addition to the mass of the vessels
themselves, those vessels carry hazardous materials that can
pose additional dangers if there are collisions.
And, our environmental health is also at stake when those
barges contain oil, chemicals and numerous other substances
that can spill and pollute our water and land.
The new licensing procedure is a product of calls from the
industry for the Coast Guard to revamp the way it does
business. There was concern several years ago that the
captains at that time were beginning to retire and were leaving
the industry shorthanded.
The process was expedited, leading to a situation where a
pilot can get licensed in as little as a year. The old system
required years of training.
Some high-profile incidents have involved captains who
had little experience. For example, the pilot at the helm of the
towboat that hit the oil tanker in New Orleans last June held
just an apprentice license, but he was the only pilot onboard.
The result of that collision was 283,000 gallons of oil spilled
in the Mississippi River.
Although we are pleased that the Coast Guard tries to
work with private industry and give it the help it needs, there
must be a balance between the need for new pilots and the
significant public interest in safety.
The AP report includes some good news. The Coast
Guard has begun work training a new crop of inspectors to
ensure that tugboats are thoroughly checked and that safety
guidelines are being followed.
We hope that the Coast Guard and private companies will
work together to see to it that safety is the most important
concern on the water. In the meantime, we'll just hold our
breath and hope the tugs and barges that pass us each day are
in good hands.
Editorials represent the opinions of the newspaper, not of
any individual.
SAFE TRANSPORT ON THE RIVERS
[Source: The Paducah Sun, July 12, 2009]
July 12 – Western Kentucky River professionals say a
pilot training program instituted over the past few years has
increased safety.
A federal program to recruit more tugboat and towboat
pilots may have contributed to a 25 percent increase in
incidents on the nation’s rivers, an Associated Press article
indicated.
Coast Guard data indicates the number of incidents
involving tugboats, towboats, and barges increased from 1,309
in 2003 to 1,754 in 2008. But those statistics can be
misleading, industry officials said.
Doug Scheffler, former government affairs associate for
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the American Waterways Operators, said when statisticians
isolate major incidents, the number has remained fairly flat
over the past five or six years.
Eric Larsson, director of maritime education and training
for the Seaman’s Church Institute, attributes the increase in
reported incidents to stricter standards in reporting spills and
other problems. So does Les Grimm, director of marine
associate support and development for Ingram Barge
Company.
“I think you’re seeing more reports by companies for
minor incidents which would be coming into those numbers
more so than before,” Grimm said.
He gave an example.
“One drop of oil in the water requires a report,” he said.
Anne Davis Burns, vice president of The American
Waterways Operators, a group representing more than 80
percent of the barge and towing industry, sent a letter Friday
to the Associated Press, rebutting the AP article’s allegations
and suggesting that 2003 was an unusually low year for
recorded casualties by historical standards.
“In fact, Coast Guard statistics show that the industry’s
safety record has consistently improved over the past decade,
with record low fatalities, oil spills and serious accidents in
recent years,” Burns said in the letter.(1)
The Coast Guard began phasing in its new pilot training
program in 2001 and completed it in 2004.(2) To become an
apprentice mate/steersman, a crew member must spend at least
240 days on a vessel as a deckhand, then pass a written Coast
Guard exam. During the apprenticeship, a licensed captain or
pilot who has received special training must supervise the
apprentice for at least a year. The supervisor checks off a list
of tasks as the apprentice completes them on a Towing Officer
Assessment Record.
Tasks include using navigational equipment, keeping a
logbook up to date, making and breaking a tow, and
maneuvering a tow in high wind, around sharp bends and
curves, in narrow channels, and under bridges in high and low
water.
The previous system known as the master’s system,
allowed captains to select rookies for pilot training, rather than
allow towing companies to pick trainees and pay for their
apprenticeships.
“In fact the new system requires more, not less `behind the
wheel’ experience to gain a pilot’s license, increasing by a full
25 percent the amount of service time required to become a
towing vessel master,” Burns said in her letter to the AP.
Greg Menke, director of the Seaman’s Church Institute in
Paducah, said he had no doubt the new program is an
improvement.
“The current licensing program is much more effective
than anything we have ever had in place., he said. “prior to
the regulations we currently had, all an individual would have
to do is to serve a period of time on a vessel. He would have
to produce a letter from his company saying he had X amount
of time on a vessel and that some of the time was spent in the
pilothouse. He could take a written exam and get a license.”
The Towing Officer Assessment Record, commonly called
a TOAR, for the first time requires apprentice pilots to
demonstrate what they have learned while under the guidance
of a supervisor, Menke said.
Towing companies can add their own, stricter standards to
the Coast Guard requirements.
“We require them to be signed off on by at least two

captains before we turn them loose,” Grimm said.
Emmett Neal, vice president of operations for Paducahbased Crounse Corp, said he also prefers the new system and
believes it’s safer.
“I think the system we’re using now for the steersman
provides a little more structure from what we’ve had in the
past,” he said. “I think that in turn has helped the industry be
more consistent in what we’re doing from company to
company. We’re starting to see the results of those efforts
kick in, and we’re turning out some pretty good young pilots.”
Crounse requires its trainees to sign a contract that allows
Crounse to require additional training beyond the Coast Guard
requirements if warranted.
“Most of the captain I know on the inland waterways are
veteran guys, they’ve been at it a long time, and they know
what’s at stake,” Neal said. “They don’t cut corners. They
stick with these guys until they’re ready to go, and they don’t
rush them through.”
[NMA Comments: (1) Did Ms. Burns forget the M/V Mel
Oliver oil spill of July 23, 2008. DRD Towing was a member
of AWO! Her boss, Mr.Tom Allegretti, recalled it very well in
his Congressional testimony on Sept. 16, 2008. See our
Report #R-429-N. (2) 2004? More accurately, May 21, 2006.]
OUR ASSOCIATION COMMENTS ON
PADUCAH SUN ARTICLE
July 17, 2009
Editor
The Paducah Sun
408 Kentucky Avenue
Paducah, KY 42002
VIA FAX TO: 270-442-7859
Dear Sir or Madam,
This letter responds to your article of July 13, 2009 titled
“Safe Transport on the Rivers.” I want to comment upon
several points in your article as it appeared on the WorkBoat
Magazine website.
Our Association follows many health, welfare, and safety
issues on behalf of approximately 126,000 limited-tonnage
merchant mariners who work on tugs, towboats and small
passenger vessels.
The first portion of your report deals heavily in vessel
casualty statistics. While the American Waterways Operators
tracks towing vessel statistics and defends its members safety
record, only the U.S. Coast Guard keeps track of national
vessel casualty statistics for large and small accidents.
In May 2008, the Department of Homeland Security
Inspector General released Report #OIG-08-51 titled United
States Coast Guard’s Management of the Marine Casualty
Investigations Program.
Anyone reading this report,
especially pages 11-15 that is highly critical of their Marine
Casualty Investigations program would put any faith
whatsoever in their statistics and little faith in their entire
accident investigation process. We highly recommend that
the author of this article study the OIG report or our Report
#R-429-M (available on request) on this topic.
I want to point out several inaccuracies in the article
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dealing with the Apprentice Mate/Steersman Program.
The first inaccuracy is in this sentence: “During the
apprenticeship, a licensed captain or pilot who has received
special training, must supervise the apprentice for at least a
year.” It is true that a “Designated Examiner” holding a Coast
Guard-acceptance letter must “sign-off” on an apprentice’s
work. However, in many companies, the actual day-to-day
training of the new apprentice is left to any person who holds
a Master or Mate of Towing Vessels endorsement on his or
her credential. The word “license” is no longer used.
We would hope that a reputable towing company would
provide “special training” in instructional techniques and
ascertain that any officer training apprentices would receive
this attention. In fact, the Coast Guard published an
Assessment Manual for Conducting Mariner Assessments in
June 2000, but its use was directed primarily for mariners on
international voyages and is not a requirement as your article
indicated. As a teacher by profession, I audited a week of this
training in 2001 offered by the Seafarers International Union –
as did other members of our Association – and understand
why such training should be required. Needless to say,
training officers as well as “Designated Examiners” should be
adequately compensated for the extra efforts required.
Our Association advocated that new apprentices selected
for pilothouse training be assigned as an “extra man” to
receive that training. Unfortunately, the towing industry in
general and the Coast Guard did not accept that view
primarily because of the cost of paying an extra man for 240days of work. Some of the best towing companies, however,
are willing and have been financially able to do just that – and
we commend them for doing so. Yet, many apprentices
receive considerably less than 240 days fully devoted to
training in the pilothouse. Especially, on small boats with
small crews, the apprentice may still spend much of his time
serving as a deckhand or a “deckineer.” This is inadequate.
The Coast Guard seems to have ignored the important role
of a true vessel engineer. After all, a pilot needs the support
of a well-trained and alert professional when in the vicinity of
locks, bridges, and other vital infrastructure. One preventable
machinery failure at a critical moment could take out an entire
river system or interstate highway in the period of a few
seconds. Congress, the Coast Guard and the towing industry
largely ignored the vital role of “engineers” ever since diesel
engines replaced steam – and specifically since 1973. This is
covered in our Report #R-401, Revision 1 available on

request.
The Coast Guard no longer requires licensed engineers
on most towing vessels, and many towing companies do not
even give their engineers anything more than “on-the-job”
training (OJT). Even worse, the American Waterways
Operators, while it recognizes that pilothouse personnel
cannot serve more than 12 hours in a 24-hour period,
indicates that 15 hours is an acceptable workday for
unlicensed engineers, deckhands, cooks, tankermen etc.
Our Association continues to petition Congress for a 12hour day for all mariners.
Your article states: “The previous system, known as the
“master’s system”, allowed captains to select rookies for pilot
training, rather than allowing towing companies to pick
trainees and pay for their apprenticeships.” This is quite true
and does distinguish between the two systems. I recall from
attending Towing Safety Advisory Committee work-group
meetings in Washington in Winter 2000-2001, the reason the
apprenticeship program became necessary was that the older
system did not turn out enough mariners ready to step up
and take on the full duties of a mate as second-in-command
of all aspects of the vessel. We have serious doubts that the
new system does more than address the matter of “quantity” –
and shortcomings in “quality” are recognized in the
Associated Press article and reflect inadequate training as well
as overall lack of experience covered by a longer
apprenticeship program. After all, many towboats operate on
a 24-hour schedule with only one man in the pilothouse unlike
the rest of the merchant marine that operates on a “threewatch” system. If one man does not come up to the mark, he
cannot expect to rely on the other man who must obtain his
rest to function well during his watch.
It appears that your article was written in response to the
Associated Press article by Cain Burdeau that, we believe
accurately describes the towing industry in national rather
than regional terms. While your sources represent the views
of good, solid local employers and one of the oldest and finest
maritime training schools in the country, and is uplifting in its
tone, in many ways it fails to reflect the reality that many of
our mariners who work in the towing industry report to us on
a daily basis.
Very truly yours,
Richard A. Block
Master #1186377, Issue #9
Secretary, National Mariners Association

OUR ASSOCIATION’S PROBLEMS WITH
CREDENTIALING AND THE
NATIONAL MARITIME CENTER
By Richard A. Block

A small but significant number of lower-level mariners
who are often at a complete loss after trying to deal with the
Coast Guard’s newly centralized bureaucracy at the National
Maritime Center approach our Association for assistance in
solving their problems.
In many cases, we can advise a mariner how, why, and
where his application came to grief within the system and can
suggest steps he can take to overcome the problem(s) based
upon knowledge of the regulation or policy and through a
detailed process of asking questions and processing answers.
In many cases, however, we do not have all the answers and
attempt to communicate with the National Maritime Center to
determine what “really” happened. On occasion, we seek a
“reconsideration” of a ruling by the NMC or even, if all else

As Captain Gedney reported at MERPAC, “…mariners are
still turning to unions, trade associations, employers and
friends when the system fails them.” In our report #R-428-D,
Rev. 1, Report to the 111th Congress: Substandard Coast
Guard Merchant Mariner Personnel Services, in May 2009 we
made it clear that the National Maritime Center had failed our
mariners in a number of ways – as we had done a year and a
half earlier in our original Report #R-428-D.
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fails, assist the mariner to “appeal” the ruling to Coast Guard
Headquarters. Each of these two words has a special
meaning!
Mariners look to us for help, but in many if not most cases
we have been unable to obtain the assistance we need from the
National Maritime Center.
Our time to work on individual mariner issues is strictly
limited. In order to maximize our efforts, mariners deal
directly with the NMC by telephone. We hear many “horror
stories” of repeated calls, mis-information, hours spent on
hold, inability to speak with the one person who might be
knowledgeable about the case. Consequently, based on the
information we glean from mariners with cases that are not
easily solved, we prepare a detailed report asking specific
questions or making specific questions. Each letter is
addressed to the Commanding Officer of the NMC who,
ultimately, is responsible for all his office does or fails to do.
This is in the best “military” tradition since the Coast Guard is
a military organization attempting to “superintend” a
completely civilian merchant marine. This is, in itself, a
unique situation. We believe that the Commanding Officer of
the National Maritime Center, like any other Commanding
Officer in the military is responsible for all his unit does or
fails to do.
Congress generously funded the National Maritime Center
and provided it with more staff members to carry out its
credentialing program than ever before. While there have
been many changes, this has also been accompanied by more
propaganda extolling the virtue of each change than ever
before.
Our attempts to substantiate and verify this
propaganda under FOIA were diverted, so we are unwilling to
accept much of what we read at face value. However, what
has destroyed our relationship with the National Maritime
Center more than anything else has been its failure to reply to
most of our written correspondence. This, in turn, led to our
unfavorable report (#R-428-D, Rev. 1) and our formal
complaint to the Commandant below that was included in our
written testimony to Congress on July 9, 2009(1) [(1) Refer to
our Report #R-428-I available on request.]
Formal Complaint to the Commandant
June 12, 2009
Admiral Thad Allen, Commandant
U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters
2100 Second Street, SW
Washington, DC 20593-0002
Subject: Complaint of Substandard Treatment by Senior Coast
Guard Officer
Dear Admiral Allen,
This letter contains a formal complaint regarding the
negligent and substandard treatment afforded our Association
by Captain David Stalfort, the Commanding Officer of the
National Maritime Center (NMC). This treatment dates back
to the time that Captain Stalfort took command of the NMC
from Captain Ernest Fink.
Our Association represents the interests of “lower-level”
mariners who serve on towing, offshore supply, and small
passenger vessels of less than 1,600 GRT, most of whom
possess merchant mariner credentials. I have held a lowerlevel Coast Guard license since 1955 and have dealt with
licensing problems of our merchant mariners since 1970 as an

instructor, fleet owner, and with the National Association of
Maritime Educators (1987) and the National Mariners
Association (NMA) since its founding in 1999.
Many of our mariners have witnessed a variety of
unfortunate experiences in obtaining or renewing their
credentials that require special care and treatment. After
receiving conflicting advice from shipmates, training schools,
Regional Exam Center(s), and the National Maritime Center,
as a last resort many turn to our Association for clarification
or for us to help them deal with the Coast Guard bureaucracy
on their behalf.
I question each mariner at length to discover the reason
why their “application” or credential has come to grief. I
make calls, provide advice based on access to regulations and
policies, make calls, and compile a file that, unfortunately,
may not be the same as or as complete as information
submitted to the Coast Guard in their agency files. In trying
to resolve many mariners’ problems, I have written detailed
letters outlining the problem or suggesting solutions. I
invariably address those letters to Captain David Stalford as
the Commanding Officer of the National Maritime Center.
Each letter is sent by U.S. Mail or to the fax number Captain
Stalford advised me was located in his office.
There were only one or possibly two occasions when
Captain Stalford ever took the time to answer my letters or
had anyone else in his command do it for him. This situation
has evolved over a considerable period of time and at this
point involves more than a dozen letters that were never
answered. They are easy to find because of our unique
letterhead! On several occasions, I even had to ask for (and
received) Congressional assistance in seeking information on
the progress of a mariner transaction at the NMC.
I find Captain Stalfort’s conduct in stark contrast to the
conscientious and timely responses I invariably received from
the former NMC Commanding Officer, Captain Ernest Fink
and his civilian deputy. Although Captain Fink and I may not
always have agreed, I always respected his decisions because
he took the time and effort to explain himself in terms I could
understand. We would discuss many of the problems at
various advisory committee meetings I attended on behalf of
our Association.
If I can take my time to interview a merchant mariner with
a problem, review his problem in depth, and seek a possible
explanation of or solution to his problem, draft and mail a
letter with supporting documentation, put it on our
Association’s letterhead, and place it on Captain Stalfort’s
desk, I insist on the common courtesy of a direct, informed,
written response of the same order and detail to assist the
mariner I am working with. I make no charge for my services
to our mariners, nor does the Association require that a
mariner first become a “dues-paying” member to avail himself
of these services. These mariners count on us to assist them
through what has become for them a totally alien and
unresponsive bureaucratic morass – contrary to well
publicized public assurances to the contrary.
I believe the Coast Guard ignored and under-funded the
merchant marine personnel function for many years. Our
mariners have suffered from deteriorating service and
leadership over the years. Consequently, we prepared two
reports that summarize our complaints about the system.
While you probably are familiar with these reports, just to
insure there is no misunderstanding, I enclose them as
[Enclosures #1 and #2]. However, I want the thrust of this
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letter to focus on Captain Stalfort’s inattention and possibly
discriminatory conduct toward the lower-level mariners our
Association represents and to our Association itself as an
advocate for 126,000 lower-level credentialed mariners.
Years ago, as a junior Army officer with public relations
responsibilities, I learned that every letter of inquiry or
complaint from a civilian deserved a prompt answer. My
commanding officer often delegated me to prepare responses
for his approval and signature. While I did not have the
convenience of a fax machine, e-mail, or even a copy machine
in the 1950s, every letter was expected to be answered in a
timely, complete, and informative manner. I assume the Coast
Guard has rules that cover basic correspondence and that
Captain Stalfort’s modern facility and expanded staff are
equipped to solve any secretarial problems my written
correspondence may pose. Why, therefore, has Captain Stalfort
and his staff left us and the mariners we serve in the dark. Did
your agency fail to train Captain Stalfort as he moved up
through the ranks to take control of an office and manage the
routine business correspondence that deals with the nation’s
210,000 merchant mariners? From our unfortunate experiences
with the new NMC, it does not appear so.
The information I present for Captain Stalfort’s review on
individual mariners is always true and correct to the best of
my knowledge and belief. Unfortunately, in many cases, I am
not in touch with every mariner and may never ascertain
whether their needs were served or if I need to follow-up
additional requirements that the mariner may not understand
from written correspondence and regulations without further
interpretation.
Our segment of the maritime industry still suffers from the
education deficiencies described by CAPT Terry Newman as
reprinted in our Report #R-428-A, Maritime Education and
Training for Lower-Level Mariners. The Newman Report.
This report, available on our internet website includes a
complete reprint of 1973 Government Report on the status of
maritime education and training in the Gulf Coast area that led
to major licensing changes. Captain Stalfort might have
learned some valuable lessons if he had read this report about
our “lower-level” mariners before he was placed in command
of the National Maritime Center. I believe this report should
have been “required reading” for anyone assigned to the
credentialing field as it represents many lessons the Coast
Guard had to learn the hard way in the early 1970s.
I do not ask for “special treatment” just prompt attention to
a number of rather complex personnel problems. Many
mariners are faced with loss of pay and loss of jobs if certain
deadlines are not met. With the lack of follow through we
have experienced from Captain Stalfort, it may no longer be
possible for us to assist mariners with special problems or
needs to work to solve their problems with the National
Maritime Center if it remains under the command of this

officer. While company representatives of certain towing
companies at the latest TSAC meeting spoke highly of
Captain Stalfort’s control of the National Maritime Center, I
find it necessary to take this opportunity to point out that I do
not agree with that assessment. While I may be of the “old
school,” when I write a letter to a government official on
official business, I expect to receive a definitive written reply
or a copy of correspondence directed to that mariner within a
reasonable time frame. I previously expected and received
this level of attention from Captain Fink and his deputy and in
varying degrees from his predecessors. I expect this attention,
not for myself, but on behalf of the mariners I represent –
mariners who pay user fees for the services they are supposed
to receive.
I also have serious questions about the information and
data that Captain Stalfort places on the NMC website and uses
in various public presentations and the inability of the public
to access information that supports these statistics. As an
example, I submit [Enclosure #3] that represented one
attempt to obtain information regarding Items #1 and an item
I subsequently marked as Item #3 under the Freedom of
Information Act.
If the “National Maritime Center is not obligated to
maintain (the statistics) under any Federal Law or Agency
Regulation,” I would expect the respondent to my letter to cite
the specific exemption and its source. Use of uncorroborated
statistics or other information detracts from your Agency’s
believability as indicated in our Newsletter article emanating
from [Enclosure #3]. It has discouraged further FOIA
inquiries as I believe it was intended to do.
At the latest TSAC meeting held in Dania, Florida May
6th. and 7th., Captain Stalfort clearly identified Item #3 as a
“Trusted Agent” program the NMC apparently has worked on
for a considerable period. By short-circuiting our FOIA
request, we believe that our Association and the entire array of
mariners we represent were discriminated against because we
were denied early input to a new program that directly affects
most credentialed mariner that attends an academy, or Coast
Guard approved course. As it turns out, our Association has
serious problems with the limited information we picked up in
Dania regarding the use of “trusted agents” to access or
process private mariner information.
Frankly, Admiral Allen, I believe that the Coast Guard
should have trained Captain Stalfort in how to handle routine
correspondence from merchant mariners before it placed him
in the role of Commanding Officer of an office that is
entrusted with the credentials of every one of our nation’s
merchant mariners. I believe it now is incumbent upon you at
this point to replace him as commanding officer of the
National Maritime Center.
Very truly yours,
s/Richard A. Block, Sec’y, National Mariners Association

“CREDENTIALING ” HAS BECOME A
“COTTAGE INDUSTRY”
By Richard A. Block

Many mariners have unique credentialing problems.
Unique services such as personal license consulting services
are established by individual entrepreneurs in this growing
cottage industry. Their approaches often are unique and
distinctive since they differ from the run of the mill products
designed for much larger audiences. However, individual
consultants often face many disadvantages when trying to deal
with the entrenched bureaucracy that often try to force
individual mariners into molds that were not designed to

A traditional definition of a “cottage industry” is an
industry where specialized products and services are created at
home-based shop or office, rather than in a factory or central
office.
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recognize important individual differences and circumstances
within widely diverse industry segments.
Because of the vast number of endorsements and combination
of endorsements shrouded by a mass of regulations, policies,
guidelines, definitions, limitations and interpretations created
over the past half-century, many credentials are unique to each
individual mariner. So is the guidance concerning obtaining,
upgrading, and renewing them.
When the Coast Guard “centralized” the new “credentialing”
process suddenly removed terms like “license”, “merchant
mariner document” and “certificate of registry” and replaced
them with “credential” and “endorsement.”
The Coast Guard added a new layer of mystery to the
entire process. As a marine textbook publisher, it took me
three full weeks just to edit the old terminology out of one
introductory chapter. In reading Senate Report #111-26 on
Senate Bill S. 685 (printed on June 15th), it appears that the
Senate drafters of new legislation still use the “old”
terminology! Did the Coast Guard in its haste to create new
regulations on April 15th forget to tell our lawmakers about the
new terminology, or did they think it just didn’t matter as long
as they published their “Final Rule” and threw the burden
upon the rest of the country to catch up with the changes. Did
it really make any difference if they added more confusion to
the mix? After all, these are only words. But these words
affect at least 210,000 credentialed mariners – and others.
And the new “credentials” apparently brought about some
computer software problems that slowed the output of the new
credentials. If you are surprised, our time-worn Report #R401-B shows that is far from the first time the NMC suffered
from computer problems. While computers eat their lunch,
they also result in delays that cost our mariners sleepless
nights, lost pay, and lost opportunities.
When the new National Maritime Center launched itself
from Arlington into the wilds of West Virginia beyond the
“Beltway” and sucked up some of the personnel from the old
Regional Exam Centers, it discarded much of the “old” and
“experienced” and brought in new faces and new policies.
Unfortunately, “new” is not always better than “old.” When
you are leading an army of 210,000 merchant mariners, it would
have been wise for its leaders to pause for a moment and look
behind them to see if everybody was following. Consequently,
the Congressional hearing on July 9, 2009 must have come as a
shock to some Coast Guard leaders – a nasty shock!
The Cottage Industry Grows Outside Washington
There are a number of people, outside the Coast Guard,
who provide advice and direction to mariners. Some
“consultants” provide services “at no charge” to mariners (as
our Association does informally) and some charge the
mariners for the time, effort, frustration, aggravation and the
hours of time involved in the services they provide. Since it
takes time and commitment to do this, and people must make
a living, it is not fair to emphasize this difference.
As a result of a plethora of minute details that have crept
into the credentialing system and can trap an unwary mariner,
a whole “cottage industry” – an apt expression adapted by
NMA President Joe Dady – has grown up over the years. Our
Association believes that a concerted effort must be made to
remove or at least reduce hundreds of minor and meaningless
obstacles in the path of our mariners.
The Coast Guard’s idea is to introduce a so-called “trusted
agent” program. This will entangle more schools and vessel

operating companies in the Byzantine regulatory credentialing
jungle in the future. Either the educational and business
communities will succeed in bailing the Coast Guard out of its
mess by investing their own time, effort, and money into an area
the Coast Guard bungled for the past 40 years, or it will share its
frustration and failure in what used to be an inherently
governmental program. But, all this lies in the future.
Consultants Guide Individual Mariners
Captain Dady furnished me with a copy of a document
from The Seaman’s Church Institute (SCI) written by Ed
Schultz, a licensing consultant for SCI, one of the country’s
foremost and oldest training providers.
This is an outstanding example of the type of information
any mariner needs and the type of service Mr. Schultz offers.
I have never met him, but I spent several hours reviewing and
marking it and would not want to add to it or detract from it. I
would go to his “cottage” for advice any day!
Mariners Still Can’t Fill Out an Application
Correctly
We’ve heard it for years. The RECs and the NMC
constantly complain that our mariners are not filling out their
application blanks fully and completely to their satisfaction.
This causes delays, and the RECs (and now the NMC) return
entire application packages to our mariners with items
highlighted and all sorts of form letters and notes in various
degrees of complexity and legibility attached. I once had this
happen to my own application because filling out an
application really is a daunting experience. Years ago, CDR
Bill Peterson in REC New Orleans told his employees to solve
many of these problems by making simple phone calls to
mariners. He was spectacularly successful. Sometimes, I
think the clerks buck the forms back to our mariners and hope
they will go away. However, this approach turns solving a
minor problem into a major paperwork morass.
As part of our “service” to our mariners, my “cottage” no
longer becomes involved in filling out applications. However,
when asked, I will review them carefully and suggest
corrections as Mr. Schultz has done. However, if an
application must be done from scratch, I will refer most local
mariners to Teresa Griffin at Lafourche Merchant Marine
Training School. Her “cottage” works closely and on a daily
basis with both the local REC and with others across the
country as well as with the NMC. She does this better than I
do because she does it every day. She knows all the people
she is dealing with. Her “cottage” must know everything that
Mr. Schultz explains in his excellent handout and additional
information as she deals with an entirely different sector of the
industry than does Mr. Schultz.
I often provide copies of new regulations, information
from meetings, etc. that I believe may impact her work. She,
as well as other schools and instructors, send me mariners
who may have special “problems” I may be able to help with.
Many mariners have never even heard of our Association.
Our Association’s non-profit “cottage” was sabotaged by
the Commanding Officer of the NMC as detailed in my
written testimony to Congress on July 9th. in our Report #R428-I. However, the NMC is encouraging new “cottages”
hopefully manned and paid for by maritime academies,
schools, and company offices who they plan to train to do the
same type of work that is now done by the RECs. These new
“cottage” industries will be paid for by someone other than the
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government – to meet every one of the NMC’s rigid standards
that require every “t” to be crossed and every “i” to be dotted.
Good luck! If it works, it may help many mariners; if it fails,
the mariner will be left holding the bag and paying the bill.
There are other consultants that have a longstanding and
excellent reputation. One of them is Chuck Kakuska, Sea-K’s
Maritime Licensing Service, 9069 Castlebury, Temperance,
MI 48182. Another is Paul McElroy at McElroy Marine
Consulting, P.O. Box 2527, Stuart, FL 34993 who specializes
in 100-ton licenses. Both have long track records and always
have done their best to assist mariners and keep the Coast
Guard on traack. I am certain that a number of boat operating
companies also have people who are knowledgeable to
varying degrees in the credentialing process.
On the other hand, we have heard of other “cottage
industries” that are just in it for the money and some
“schools” that are more interested in enrolling as many
students as possible. Enrollment means money. Enrolling
students for programs leading to credentials they eventually
discover they are not qualified for is just “tough luck” for the
mariner. Is the Coast Guard interested?
Unfortunately, not every school helps individual mariners
complete the application process. It takes time and personnel
to do this…and is not a “requirement.” If a student must take
out a loan to pay for his training, room, and board he may be
“stuck.” The Coast Guard will not allow a student to test
unless and until his application is approved. This may be
“inconvenient” for both the school and student because of the
uncertainty of the whole approval process. I marked dozens
of items on Mr. Schultz’s handout that represent obstacles that
can stand in a mariner’s way. Seen as an overview, it looks
like a minefield. It certainly is not his fault and it is a real
service to mariners. He faithfully charted numerous shoals
that have the potential to leave any mariner high and dry.
All of these obstacles come from the U.S. Code, translated
into regulations in the CFR, turned into instructions to Coast
Guard personnel in Marine Safety Manual, Volume III,
policies and directives from the NMC, tailored to fit local
circumstances by individual RECs – each of these, in turn,
interpreted by Coast Guard personnel, companies, and
mariners. Add to this, years of History (precedents) that
some/many/most of the individuals involved know nothing
about or forgot about and you have the stew Mr. Schultz
accurately describes. The smallest error can cost our mariners
MERPAC RECOMMENDATIONS
TO THE NATIONAL MARITIME CENTER
[Source: Extract from Minutes of the Spring Merchant
Marine Personnel Advisory Committee (MERPAC) Meeting
at Mass. Maritime Academy, Buzzards Bay, MA, April 17,
2009. Emphasis is ours.]
Captain Beth Gedney gave a “Task Statement 58” report
and made recommendations about the NMC Centralization.
The recommendations are as follows:
MERPAC recognizes the improvements to the process of
mariner credentials at the NMC. We believe that the new
centralized system and the new processes that have been
established by the staff there will result in a faster, more
consistent and more equitable system for all mariners.
However, mariners are still turning to unions, trade

days wasted, dollars lost, and hopes dimmed.
The average mariner (including entry-level personnel)
plunge in with a clear goal in mind but often run aground in
this minefield of small details. If a mariner doesn’t read well,
is not perceptive, cannot “get his act together” and doesn’t
know someone that can give him the right advice, he is lost.
There is nobody to stand up for him at the NMC where his
career can end suddenly and often needlessly – and often
before it even starts.
Looking over this minefield with all the red marks I left on
Mr. Schultz’ sheets and having an idea of what our mariners face,
there must be someone with the ability and the authority to step
in, cut the red tape, and tell the mariner “YES YOU CAN.” We
need an inspirational leader like the President to call down the
thunder (and lightning) from the skies! After all, these drones are
all on the payroll of the Executive Branch of government.
All of this needs to be done without requiring daunting and
humiliating requests for “reconsideration” by the National
Maritime Center or attempting to draft a formal “appeal” to
Headquarters. We found several of these written requests lost
on somebody’s desk at the National Maritime Center or
simply misinterpreted. Phone calls often could be more
effective. However, this sort of thing needs to be done by
someone who has gone through licensing, has a license,
served afloat, and – above all – understands the mariners he is
dealing with. It takes a person with the authority to “sign off”
on an individual who has “done enough” to earn the
credential or endorsement he seeks without further ado. This
is why I suggested an OMBUDSMAN. The topic came up at
the recent Congressional hearing.
We now have one agency, the Coast Guard, evaluating a
mariner’s “quality of life” and another agency, the Transportation
Security Administration (TSA), evaluating the same mariner as a
potential terrorist. I have always had problems with allowing the
Coast Guard to evaluate a mariner’s quality of life using the
spotless criteria in the Marine Safety Manual, Vol. 3, Chapter 3.
While our mariners may not be Saints, most employers have
employment criteria and background checks that exclude violent
criminal and deviant behavior. At least for lower-level mariners,
the process needs to be more of a “peer review” by employers
rather than a condescending review by government bureaucrats
who follow a checklist. I do not suggest lower standards, only
less bureaucracy and more accountability for making wrong
personnel decisions by both the government and industry.
associations, employers and friends when the system fails
them. MERPAC believes that industry stakeholders need a
mariner advocate at the National Maritime Center who can
assist when things go wrong.
When there is a problem with a lost file, confusion with
another mariner, records that are lost, communication
problems with the Transportation Security Administration,
stakeholders should have a place to turn to get assistance
outside of the processes, timelines and procedures established.
The system should not lose the personal touch that will
always be necessary. Therefore, MERPAC recommends that
the National Maritime Center appoint/hire a mariner advocate
to act on a mariner's behalf when problems in the application
process occur.
Additionally, MERPAC members are concerned about
the on-going training of the new assessors located at the
National Maritime Center. Familiarization with routes, sea
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time calculations, and STCW renewal are very complex
issues and initial and recurring training must be emphasized
with the staff at the NMC.
Therefore, MERPAC recommends that the NMC stress the
importance of assessor knowledge of new issues by
conducting frequent ongoing training. This training should
include new laws, regulations and policies.
MERPAC is concerned with the policy in effect at the
RECs where a file that is "incomplete" after 90-days is
returned to the mariner. We believe that this 90 day limit is
too short, and does not take into account the demands on the
mariner's limited time off and need to schedule required
appointments and classes in between work periods.
Therefore, MERPAC recommends that the 90-day time limit
for a mariner to contact the NMC concerning questions on the
application be amended to 180 days.
MERPAC is concerned that mariners sailing on domestic
voyages who are demonstrating the same proficiencies at
drills on their vessels as those mariners working on seagoing
vessels and are not being given credit for maintaining the
skills relative to Basic Safety Training (BST). MERPAC
recommends that the guidance addressing the renewal of a
mariner's STCW certificate through on-going demonstration
of Basic Safety Training proficiency needs to be reviewed and
corrected. Mariners who sail on domestic voyages and
participate in drills and exercises while assigned to that vessel
should be considered as having demonstrated continued
proficiency as long as the drills performed are appropriate to
the certificate being renewed.
MERPAC recommends that NMC establish a process for
prioritizing mariners’ applications when a delay (backlog)
exists at the NMC. When applications in any stage of the
review process are being delayed for more than 30 days,
actively sailing mariners should receive priority processing to
assure that mariners are not leaving their vessels and going
without income.
MERPAC recommends that the policy guidance
established regarding application of STCW on vessels less
than 200 GT need to be reviewed and developed to address
smaller tonnage vessels on international voyages.
MORE FALL OUT OVER TWIC & MERCHANT
MARINER CREDENTIALS (MMC)
[Source: MM&P Wheelhouse Weekly, 7/ 20/09. Emphasis ours.]

USCG Seeks to Advise Mariners on How to Deal With
Consequences of its Decision to Merge License & MMD
After deciding to merge officers' licenses and the MMD
into a single unit, the Coast Guard is trying to deal with
questions about how to display, use and protect the new
document. In a notice entitled "Important Information for
Mariners About Posting the New Merchant Mariner
Credential (MMC) on-Board a Vessel," the Coast Guard
advises that, "as a security measure, mariners should not post
their credentials while the vessel is visiting foreign ports."
"But in some foreign ports," says MM&P headquarters
staffer Mike Rodriguez, "officials take mariners' documents
and hold them while their vessel is in port. It is not an issue
everywhere, but if government officials want to take mariners'
documents, what are our members supposed to do, refuse?"
The new MMC also serves as an international identity

MERPAC recommends lost or stolen credentials need to
be expedited and redundant background checks and reviews
which are not necessary should be eliminated.
MERPAC recommends that mariners be approved for
testing prior to completion of all required approved training
courses to allow flexibility in scheduling both the exam and the
courses. This approval would only be allowed after the security,
PQE and medical and medical evaluation have been completed.
Individual Mariners Cite Problems with
The National Maritime Center
At the same meeting a mariner, Captain Lynskey, gave a
detailed report of difficulties he has encountered with the NMC in
renewing his license. Although the minutes did not go into detail
about these problems, after hearing Mr. Lynskey’s report,
MERPAC made the following recommendation:
“MERPAC recommends that the U. S. Coast Guard
investigate what has happened with the application of Captain
John Lynskey to renew his license. In addition, the Coast Guard
should investigate why Captain Lynskey was told that he needed
medical tests which are not enumerated in the recently revised
Medical NVIC (04-08), specifically asking for family history.
Mr. Tom McWhorter of the public and member of TSAC
made comments supporting Captain Lynskey’s case, adding
that he knew of numerous mariners who were actually out of
work because of delays at the NMC in renewing their licenses.
He added that NMC is “doing a lot of good things,” but that
this issue needs to be addressed.
It was suggested that MERPAC’s next meeting should be
held at the National Maritime Center in Martinsburg, West
Virginia. Captain McGovern stressed the importance of
having evaluators personally attend the meeting, so that they
can see the impact of their evaluations on the mariner.
[NMA Comment: The Next MEPRAC & TSAC meetings
will be held at Martinsburg, WV on Tues, Wed, and Thurs
Sept. 22, 23 & 24 at the National Maritime Center. As
many of our members as possible should try to attend to
support these and other initiatives. More info will be posted
on our website as received.]
document because the Coast Guard and the Transportation
Security Administration (TSA) refused to use a biometric
identifier on the TWIC that was compatible with
international standards under the ILO Seafarer Identity
Document (SID) Convention, ILO C185. For this reason,
mariners may be required to carry the MMC, which now also
includes their license, when going ashore in foreign ports.
The original concept was to have the license serve as a
certificate of competency and the TWIC serve as a separate
identity document. But the failure on the part of the Coast
Guard and TSA to make the TWIC compliant with the SID
Convention makes it useless in foreign ports as an ID. To
address that problem, the USCG has grafted the International
Labor Organization's SID biometric identifier into the new
license format so it can fulfill the function of the TWIC
outside the United States. The problems this might create
were clearly pointed out to the TSA and the USCG by
maritime labor early on in the process of developing the
TWIC, but the input was ignored.
And there is an additional problem: since the new MMC
created by the Coast Guard is an identity document, posting it
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in any port, foreign or American, gives rise to the risk of
document/identity theft. This risk is a direct consequence of
the Coast Guard's decision to combine the license and
identity document into a single credential.
The union is very concerned over how this guidance by the
USCG will be received overseas and we encourage our
members to write or call in with their experiences.
"The transition to the MMC is something that MM&P
opposed and we continue to monitor its implementation,"
commented MM&P International President Tim Brown. ¢
Other Credential Problems Come to Light
At the risk of asking a dumb question or finding out about
something that I might somehow be expected to know about
the Legislative process, I commented on one aspect in regard
to Senate Bill S. 685 (that I reviewed favorably) in a letter to
Senator Frank R. Lautenberg dated July 20, 2009.
“On April 15, 2009, the Coast Guard in a Final Rule
published in the Federal Register [Docket #USCG-200924371, Mar. 16, 2009] made significant changes in the Code
of Federal Regulations at 46 CFR §10.107 introducing the
NMA MARINERS REPORT TWIC HEADACHES
The Department of Homeland Security’s twin bureaucracies,
the Coast Guard and the Transportation Security Administration
(TSA) can make life difficult for our mariners.
Case #1: Aggressive Ignorance at the Airport
(As Reported by Mariner #140)
Here's info on a problem I had recently at Houston
International Airport when I tried to use my TWIC to prove
my identity at the TSA security checkpoint while returning
from a job in Mexico. Upon arriving home, I sent this
complaint to Homeland Security and received this response.
Complaint
“I am a Merchant Seaman, in possession of a TWIC, as
required by the Coast Guard, a department within (the
Department of) Homeland Security.
“I have always had problems whenever I presented a
TWIC at any airport because your people didn't like it or
didn't know what it was and had to call a Supervisor.
“Today, one of your people simply refused to accept my
TWIC as an ID for me to gain entrance to the secured area of the
airport. When I explained that TWIC was issued by DHS, TSA's
parent organization, I was told that she "didn't do TWICs" and
wanted to see a driver's license. I reminded her that TWIC was a
difficult document to obtain and is required by the Coast Guard
for me to show that I am not a security threat to the many secured
places that I go to in my line of work.
“She reminded me that I am required by federal law to follow
all instructions and commands given by TSA employees or be
subject to arrest, and she was ordering me to show a driver's
license. Not wanting to miss my flight by any more delay, I
complied with the order and was allowed to pass.
“I am VERY unimpressed with your employee's reaction
to my TWIC and wonder why your own people don't
recognize a TWIC, issued by DHS. Seems to me that TSA
people are hung up on driver's license, passports, and military
ID as acceptable forms of photo ID. If I had more time, I
would have demanded the intervention of a Supervisor. But

terms “Credential” and “Endorsement” and eliminated the
terms “license,” “merchant mariner document,” and
“certificate of registry.”
“Unfortunately, Committee Report #111-26 as printed on
June 15, 2009 is written using the “old” terminology.”
My “day job” is as Publisher of Marine Education
textbooks. I just spent three full weeks editing out the “old”
terminology and replacing it with the new terminology to try to
introduce those mariners who purchase our books to the terms
they must use when dealing with today’s Coast Guard.
Although neutral on this so called-“improvement,” I was invited
to testify on July 9th before the House Subcommittee on Coast
Guard and Maritime Transportation along with the Presidents of
the Passenger Vessel Association, the Offshore Marine Service
Association and three major national labor unions. I enclose
[Enclosure #2] a copy of the written testimony offered the
Subcommittee from all panelists. It is clear from this testimony
that all segments of the maritime industry are having serious
problems with much of the work the Coast Guard has done on
“Credentialing” at the new National Maritime Center in
Martinsburg, WV.” s/Richard A. Block
I'm writing to you instead, concerning my complete
dissatisfaction with the way your officer handled the situation.
I don't like being threatened with arrest "just because",
either.”
Thoughts for Our Mariners
“Perhaps you could use this experience to help educate
Mariners about the TWIC. Remember, look at the back of the
TWIC to see the address of where the card goes because the
card says "if found, drop into a mail box" – it's the TSA!!!
“Many people (including my brother, a career senior
police officer!) tells me they just use their passport when they
travel because it's so much easier to pass thru security.
“When I was a child in grade school, I remember learning
of the horrors of living in the Communist Soviet Union, where
people had to live where the government told them and
couldn't travel around the country without an "Internal
Passport." Imagine the injustice of that! And yet, here we
are, using passports to “speed our way thru airport security,”
all in the name of "National Security"!
TSA’s Reply Wed. June 10, 2009, 3:36 PM
Thank you for e-mail, regarding identification (ID)
requirements at the security-screening checkpoint. Specifically,
you felt that the ID you presented should have been accepted.
We regret you found your screening experiences
unsatisfactory. The Transportation Security Administration
(TSA) seeks to provide the highest level of security and
customer service to all who pass through our screening
checkpoints. Every person and item must be screened before
entering each secured area, and the manner in which the
screening is conducted is important. Our current policies and
procedures focus on ensuring that all passengers, regardless of
their personal situations and needs, are treated with dignity,
respect, and courtesy.
We are unable to determine why the Transportation
Security Officer (TSO) did not accept the ID your presented at
the screening checkpoint. If the ID you presented is from the
list below, it is a valid form of identification and it should
have been accepted without an additional ID requirement. We
regret any inconvenience this caused.
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The following forms of ID are fully acceptable and must
contain name, date of birth, gender, expiration date, and a
tamper-resistant feature:
—State-issued driver's license
—U.S. passport
—U.S. passport card
—U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) "Trusted
Traveler" cards (NEXUS, SENTRI, FAST)
—U.S. Military ID (Active and Retired)
—Permanent Resident Card
—Border Crossing Card
—DHS-designated enhanced driver's license
—A Native American Tribal Photo ID
—An airline or airport-issued ID (if issued under a TSAapproved security plan)
—A Registered Traveler Card (that contains the following:
Name; Date of Birth; Gender; Expiration date; and a
Tamper-resistant feature)
—A Transportation Workers Identification Credential (TWIC)
—Photo ID issued by DMV or equivalent State or U.S.
Territory Government Office for the sole purpose of
identification.
—A foreign government-issued passport, Canadian provincial
driver's license, or Indian and Northern Affairs Canada
(INAC) card are also acceptable forms of photo ID.
Furthermore, we have forwarded a copy of your email to
the Customer Service Manager at that airport for review. The
Customer Service Manager is responsible for ensuring that the
TSO workforce adheres to TSA principles for professional
and courteous customer service.
TSA Contact Center
Case #2 – Tough Luck
(Reported by Mariner #21)
USCG Instructions tell us…“As of April 15, 2009 all
Merchant Mariners must have a valid TWIC card in order for
their credential to be valid. When applying for your Merchant
Marine Credential you must provide evidence that you either
hold a valid TWIC or have applied for a TWIC.
If you already have a TWIC card please make a copy of
the front and back of your TWIC card and include this with
your application packet. If you have applied for your TWIC
card please include a copy of your receipt.
If you do not hold or have not applied for a TWIC card you
can get information on how to do this by visiting www.tsa.gov
or calling 1-866-347-8942 and pressing option 5.
Please ensure that when you apply for your. TWIC card
PET FISH
A Louisiana Cajun was stopped by a game warden because
he had two ice chests full of fish. He was leavin' a bayou,
well-known for its fishing.
The game warden asked the man, 'Do you have a license to
catch those fish?'
'Naw, sir', replied the cajun. 'I ain't got none of dem there
licenses. You gotta unnerstan', dese here are my pet fish.'
'Pet fish?'
'Yeah. Evry night, I take dese here fish down to de lake
and let 'em swim 'round for 'while. Den, when I whistle, dey
jump right back into dis here ice chests and I take 'em home.'
'That's a bunch of hooey! Fish can't do that.'

that you select Merchant Mariner under the occupation field.
If you already applied and did not do this please contact 1866-347-8942 and select option 5.”
Mariner #21, who is involved in a complex case of reinstating his license that has been going on for several years, and
who thought he saw light at the end of the tunnel found that TSA
denied him a TWIC. This will require an appeal for a waiver to
TSA and months of additional bureaucratic turmoil. Our
Association, who believes this mariner deserves a “second
chance”, plans to help prepare this mariner’s “appeal.”
Case #3 – Stolen Wallet
(Reported by Mariner #79)
Mariner #79 reported his wallet containing his TWIC,
credit cards, driver's license and other documents was stolen.
He had made a copy of his TWIC card. He contacted the
Coast Guard but was told he could not use the copy to board a
boat for a new employer four days later – and was threatened
with having his license taken away if his boat was boarded.
The mariner immediately cancelled his credit cards. The
TWIC people told him a replacement card would cost $60.00 but
the only way he could pay for it was by credit card or with a
certified check. It would take 10 days to replace the credit cards
and a certified check, even if hand-carried to the TWIC office
200 miles away, would not result in an instant replacement.
Result: Lost job opportunity with new employer; lost pay
for at least two weeks.
Advice: Go to a truck stop and buy a wallet fitted with a
chain, and chain it to your belt.
Case #4
(Reported by Mariner #102)
Certain criminal offenses are subject to a waiver when
applying for a TWIC. Included in these offenses is “making
any threat….”
One such “threat” involved a mariner who attempted to
repossess an automobile he owned and had the ownership
papers for in a nasty divorce 21 years earlier. The threat, made
in anger and never carried out, was reported to a local police
department and became a matter of official record. This
“threat” would have disqualified the mariner if made within the
last 7 years but was now subject to a “waiver.” The waiver
requires all sorts of “paperwork” not readily obtainable.
Result: Mariner, without his TWIC, has been laid-off since
April. He may lose his job if he cannot report to work later this
month. The mariner unsuccessfully sought the assistance of two
Members of Congress to overturn the TSA’s denial of his TWIC.
The cajun looked at the warden for a moment and then said,
'It's de truth Mr. Government Man. I'll show ya. It really works.'
'O. K.', said the warden. 'I've got to see this!'
The cajun poured the fish into the lake and stood and waited.
After several minutes, the warden says, 'Well?'
'Well, what?', says the cajun.
The warden says, 'When are you going to call
them back?'
'Call who back?'
'The FISH', replied the warden!
'What fish?', replied the cajun.
Moral of the story: We may not be as smart as some city
slickers, but we ain't as dumb as some government employees.
You can say what you want about the South, but you never
hear of anyone retiring and moving north.
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MARINER POLL REDEFINES COLLAPSE OF CONFIDENCE IN USCG MARINE SAFETY ISSUES
For the past ten years our Association studied and presented the issues facing the nation’s 126,000 credentialed “limitedtonnage” mariners who work on towing, offshore supply vessels (OSV), and small passenger vessels to both the Coast Guard and
the Congressional committees that oversee the U.S. merchant marine.
Our latest report issued on Jan. 1, 2009 listed and detailed 25 separate issues to Congress. The 38-page report titled Mariners
Seek Legislative Assistance from Congress on Marine Safety, Health, and Work-Related Problems is available on our website as
report #R-350, Rev. 4.
Recent bills introduced in the House of Representatives, namely H.R. 2651 and H.R. 2652, speak forcefully of Congressional
intent to resolve many of these problems.
While our report listed and explained the problems, we neither “ranked” them in order of importance nor placed them in broad
categories. However, this Spring, we asked our mariners throughout the country to rank them in their order of importance.
We asked V.J. Gianelloni, III, a member of our Board of Directors, to review and tally the ballots. His report (below) will lead
us to re-state and categorize these issues in subsequent revisions of this report. We will also update the report based upon
anticipated Congressional action this year in order to give continued direction to immediately improving the substandard working
conditions faced by many of our lower-level mariners.
These issues will be re-grouped in four general categories to better reflect the views of the mariners who responded to our
detailed questionnaire.
The Association especially appreciates the efforts of William Harrigan and his staff in Local 333, UMD-ILA, and Captain
Jordan May of the Master of Towing Vessel Association for collecting and forwarding their results to us.
LIMITED TONNAGE MARINER SURVEY RESULTS
Survey Tabulated By V. J. Gianelloni, III, Member, NMA Board of Directors
[NOTES: 1 .THE SURVEY “ISSUES” ARE LISTED BELOW IN THE ORDER OF THEIR “WEIGHTED RANKING” AND ARE DIVIDED
INTO 4 GENERAL CATEGORIES (PARTS) DESCRIBED IN THE “SURVEY METHODOLOGY.” 2. THE SURVEY “ISSUES” OVER-ALL
RANKING (OAR) IS ALSO SHOWN ON THE RIGHT HAND SIDE WITH THE TOTAL “POINTS” AS DESCRIBED IN THE “SURVEY
METHODOLOGY. 3. SINCE A TIE OCCURRED AT 13TH AND 20TH RANKS, THERE IS NO 14TH OR 21ST RANK]

PART 1 – MARINER ISSUES WITH COAST GUARD MARINE SAFETY PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION AND PROCEDURES
Note: Number in the “( )” was the issue number in the original survey. ..................................................................... OAR/Points
Issue A (6) – Give Mariners a Voice in Setting and Reviewing Safe Vessel Manning Standards ................................ 2............ 102
Issue B (1) – Improve Substandard Merchant Marine Personnel Services .................................................................. 3.............. 94
Issue C (2) – Marine Casualty Investigations and Abuse of the Coast Guard’s Administrative Law System ............... 6.............. 74
Issue D (21) – Remove Military Control Over Merchant Mariners and their Appeal Process...................................... 7.............. 71
Issue E (20) – Require Credentials for All Merchant Mariners .................................................................................. 8.............. 69
Issue F (7) – Unsatisfactory Coast Guard Response to Numerous Petitions for Regulatory Changes .......................... 16............ 41
Issue G (4) – Promulgate Timely Towing Vessel Inspection Regulations .................................................................. 20 (tie)..... 25
PART 2 – MARINER ISSUES WITH VESSEL WORK PLACE CONDITIONS AND SAFETY
Issue H (5) – Vessel Manning Issues Include Widespread Hours-of-Service Abuses.................................................. 1 ........... 107
Issue I (11) – Establish a Clear Definition of “On Duty Time” for Our Mariners [Docket #USCG-2002-13594] ........ 4.............. 89
Issue J (25) – Seamens’ Shoreside Access ................................................................................................................ 10............ 62
Issue K (8) – Establish Fair Work-Hour Limits for Unlicensed Merchant Mariners [Docket #USCG-2002-12579]..... 11............ 55
Issue L (17) – Improve “Whistleblower Protection” for Merchant Mariners .............................................................. 12............ 54
Issue M (3) – Untrained Entry-Level and Engineroom Personnel .............................................................................. 18............ 31
Issue N (18) – Schedule Hearings & Draft Legislation to Provide Effective Lifesaving Equipment............................ 19............ 28
Issue O (19) – Introduce Legislation to Provide for Study and Mariner Hypothermia Protection ................................ 20 (tie)..... 25
Issue P (22) – Amend the Fair Credit Reporting Act to Reduce Mariner “Blacklisting” ............................................. 22............ 22
Part 3 – MARINER HEALTH ISSUES
Issue Q (13) – Introduce Legislation to Protect Our Mariners’ Hearing ..................................................................... 5.............. 85
Issue R (12) – Act to Provide Safe and Adequate Potable Water [Docket #USCG-2003-14325.]................................ 9.............. 64
Issue S (14) – Introduce Legislation to Protect Mariners’ Health against Second-Hand Smoke .................................. 13 (tie)..... 48
Issue T (16) – Stiffen Penalties for Drug Program Violations .................................................................................... 17............ 36
Issue U (15) – Act to Protect Our Mariners from Asbestos ........................................................................................ 23............ 21
PART 4 – MARINER LEGAL, REGULATORY AND DOCUMENTATION ISSUES
Issue V (24) – Lower-Level Mariner Participation on Federal Advisory Committees................................................. 13 (tie)..... 48
Issue W (9) – Establish Uniform Logbook Entries for All Inspected Vessels [Docket #USCG-2002-12581] ............. 15............ 47
Issue X (23) – Review Existing Employment Statutes and International Conventions ................................................ 24............ 12
Issue Y (10) – Legislate New Requirements for Filing Personal Injury Reports [Docket #USCG-2002-12580] .......... 25.............. 6
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LIMITED TONNAGE MARINER SURVEY METHODOLOGY
The survey was made available to all dues-paying members of the National Mariners Association, Master of Towing Vessels
Association and Local 333, ILA and any other mariner requesting a survey form. These were the only mariner organizations
formally cooperating with the efforts of the National Mariners Association to represent the interest of mariners working on lower
level vessels, defined by the U.S. Coast Guard as vessels of less than 1,600 Gross Registered Tons.
155 surveys were returned. Of that number, 34 were unable to be included since the survey instructions were not followed and
could not be tabulated under the methodology described below. Examples included surveys containing check marks, or X’s by 10
issues but not ranking the issues; surveys where all 25 listed issues given a rank of 1 to 10, resulting in several issues having the
same ranks. Surveys were counted when they ranked less then 10 items. In those surveys that ranked all issues from 1 to 25, only
the first 10 were counted and tabulated.
The person taking the survey was instructed to rank the issues presented from the most important to him (1) to the 10th (10)
most important to him. The issues ranked 1st were given 10 points, the ones ranked 2nd received 9 points, etc. down to those
issues ranked 10th that were given 1 point. The points were totaled for all 25 issues, and ranked from 1st to 25th If there was a tie,
for example for 13th, as happened, then there would be two 13th s and no 14th with the next rank a 15th. So there would be in this
survey a 25th at the lowest position, unless there was a tie for 24th
There was no intentional attempt in developing this survey to list the “issues” in a particular order. However many of these
issues are related. This became apparent when the issues were studied. For example, survey issues 12 – 15 were all “health
issues” and cover potable water, hearing, smoking and engine exhaust gases and asbestos. Other issues were problems with the
way the Coast Guard does things, or maybe doesn’t do what we believe it should do, even when directed by Congress..
The Survey Tabulator and author of this report is a Kings Point Engineering graduate that served as a Coast Guard Inspector
after graduation, received a Law degree while on active duty in the Coast Guard, and thereafter, worked under the authority of his
license up to Chief Engineer, Unlimited Tonnage and Unlimited Horsepower. He currently holds his 12th issue of license. He has
been involved with Marine Education and Training since starting the Nautical Science Program at South Lafourche High School
in 1973, and served as the first Director of the Louisiana Marine and Petroleum Institute in Houma, LA. He has been involved
with all levels of marine training, but principally with limited tonnage vessel’s crews in South Louisiana.
The Survey Tabulator re-arranged the issues into four parts to simplify reporting the results of the survey. The issues are listed
within these parts in descending order by their ranking in points assigned by those mariners who responded to the survey.
Additionally the “overall rank” (OAR) of the issues and the points gained is shown on the right side of the results listing.
The issues are listed in four (4) Parts with total points and percentages as follows:
Part 1 Coast Guard Marine Safety Program administration and procedures earned 476 points (36.2% of the total)
Part 2 Vessel Work Place Conditions and Safety earned 473 points (35.9% of the total)
Part 3 Mariner Health Issues earned – 254 points (19.3%)
Part 4 Mariner Legal, Regulatory and Documentation Issues earned - 113 points (8.6% of the total)
Discussion & Analysis of results:
Part 1. No real surprise! The Coast Guard’s handling of the increasing complaints regarding their downgrading, of the Marine
Safety Program is well known and documented. This survey indicates that 5 of the 10 highest ranked issues that are troubling
for working mariners fall under this general heading. Issue F (7) – Unsatisfactory Coast Guard Response to Numerous
Petitions for Regulatory Changes, ranking 16th is probably not understood by many mariners, particularly unlicensed individuals
who may not comprehend the extent of the problems caused by obsolete and unnecessary regulations and the Coast Guard’s
bureaucratic refusal to consider updating them and making timely changes.
Part 2 validates the “third world working conditions” on many limited tonnage vessels manned by the majority of the working
mariners in the United States. 12, 15, 18 hour work days, no clear legal definition of “On Duty Time” for mariners, no effective
“Whistleblower Protection” for mariners who report unsafe vessels or regulation violations, no required safety training for entry
level or unlicensed engineroom personnel, unless working in STCW (international) waters, failure to require state of the art
lifesaving equipment, it is no wonder many “management and government types” can’t understand why there is a serious
recruiting and retention problem causing manning shortages in the industry.
Part 3. Can you believe that lack of reasonable potable water requirements for limited tonnage vessel crews is in the top 10
issues identified in this survey! Requirements for the protection of mariners hearing is at the top among the Health issues, it also
ranks 5th among all of the 25 issues in the survey. Protection from second-hand smoke and engine exhaust gases, asbestos and
stiffer penalties for drug use, are also health issues for mariners. A special look at the “issues” rankings of the Engine Department
personnel was taken. As suspected, they ranked protection from hearing loss, engine exhaust gases and asbestos higher than the
non-engineering mariner population as they must live with these issues in their workplace on a daily basis.
Part 4. Mariner Legal, Regulatory and Documentation Issues only earned 8.6% of the surveys interest. This is understandable
but regrettable. The licensed people have a better understanding of the relationship of these issues to the mariner’s self interest.
The author of this report, due to his Coast Guard, legal and maritime training and experience appreciates the tremendous
importance of reports and documentation of hours of work, accidents, injuries and deaths in obtaining a satisfactory result to the
solutions of the problems indicated by the issues surveyed herein.
Getting more working mariners, including limited-tonnage mariners to participate on the Coast Guard’s official Advisory
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Committees, filing CG Form 2692 Report of Death, Injury or Property Damage, and maintaining a proper vessel logbook, an
exception to the “hearsay rule of evidence” if a law suit results from the vessel’s operations is vital. Keeping the pressure on the
Coast Guard to review and to update regulations, laws and treaties to a large extent is dependent upon the records, reports and
other documentation showing a need for such action
Tabulator’s Personal Opinion
Since “9/11” the Coast Guard has increasingly focused upon its military functions. They allowed their civilian Marine Safety
function to become the red-haired illegitimate grandson of a quasi-military organization too busy fighting a turf war with Customs
and Border Protection within the Department of Homeland Security to retain its anti-smuggling law enforcement mission. They
are unwilling to consider following the Army Corps of Engineers model for a civilian regulatory agency operating under the
umbrella of a military organizational structure.
It will likely take Congressional action to resolve many, if not all, of the issues contained in this survey.
s/V. J. Gianelloni III, Member, Board of Directors
National Mariners Association
forces not previously possible in the towing industry.

TUGNOLOGY CONFERENCE SUMMARY
By Captain Jordan May
Master of Towing Vessel Association
Well, the Tugnology Conference in Holland is over and
our two delegates are back onboard the tugs. The conference
was a real eye opener as to how some things are done
differently in the European Union and other parts of the
world. A vast amount of material was covered in the two-day
period as well as a vast number of cocktail receptions and
complimentary meals sponsored by MTU, SAMSON,
DAMEN and SANMAR. Captain Jaap Lems, harbormaster
from the Port of Rotterdam, opened the conference.
One impression that we took home from the conference
was how closely all the industry stakeholders worked together
and traded ideas, something sadly missing from the U.S.
Towing Industry.
The regulating authorities, harbormasters, industry trade
groups and tug captains all work together toward improvement
in their industry without spending millions on lobbying and
litigation. Can anyone imagine the Coast Guard or the
American Waterways Operators earnestly sitting down at the
same table with a group of working tug captains and presenting
each other’s ideas on a level playing field? Dream on.
One representative from a marine insurance company
explained how they try to avoid U.S. maritime like the plague
because the level of litigation and bullshit involved in dealing
with U.S. customers.
We will touch on some of the key points below and the 15
conference papers presented will be available on the MTVA
website soon with the hope that some of these will stimulate
interest and varying opinions from mariners. Please drop a
note with your thoughts as they come up while reading these
interesting papers.
Overall the U.S. is probably 5 to 7 years behind Europe in
many areas including emissions reduction, training standards,
equipment and vessel design advances.
Noise levels in Europe are restricted to the 60 dB. range on
tugs leaving most peoples hearing intact.
The average age of crew at Smit Maritime in Rotterdam is
54 years old leaving no doubt that a looming personnel
shortage is as imminent overseas as it is in here.
It appears we did our part here in the U.S. with the Exxon
Valdez Spill which was actually responsible for much of the
push to develop the technology used in escort tugs, winches
and indirect towing methods providing steering and braking

Emissions
Complying with emissions standards is not simply an
option and the compliance deadlines in 2012 and 2014 will
leave many operators in the lurch if they do not adapt to the
standards. Interestingly, emission standards worldwide are
using the U.S. EPA as a model and many countries are
moving forward with adapting our recommended standards.
However, the US appears to be slower at implementing this
EPA model despite the fact that we developed it. While the
slogan "going green" has a nice ring to it, following through
with some of the changes has proven difficult in many cases.
Some emissions equipment such as exhaust scrubbers will
require an additional 2% more fuel for the same amount of power
output in order to overcome the back pressure on the exhaust.
Shore power will also be a requirement soon yet it is
something the US has been slow in adapting to.
Training
The need for formal training with more powerful and high
tech tugs is becoming more apparent as these vessels are being
developed. The price of not training has been demonstrated in
some court cases where the companies were deemed negligent
for not providing adequate training programs and related
accidents have occurred. Resolution 8 of STCW 95 states, "A
seafarer must not only be qualified to fulfill an operational
role on board a vessel but also be competent to perform the
assigned role ".
Also, to be compliant to a formally accredited and audited
Quality Assurance (QA) system such as ISO 9001 requires
stringent adherence to specific training requirements and the
documentation of that training in company records.
Consultants recommend that 15% – 20% of the crew should
be in training. If vessels are operating with a skeleton crew,
this is going to be impossible.
By reducing the crew size onboard towing vessels, the
industry has induced its own manning shortage in some ways.
Operating with a minimal crew for generations has reduced
the traditional pool of sailors to choose from those who are
working up through the ranks and developing a background in
the industry.
Simulators
While Simulators have a place in the training regime, it is
generally accepted that there is no simulator trained tug master
that can board an Omni-directional tug and competently
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undertake towage operations without significant additional
onboard training.
Simulators have developed a high degree of realism, yet they
also help demonstrate why actual onboard training is a necessity.
As more complex programs are developed into the simulators the
expectations are more demanding and other shortcomings are
becoming more obvious. Including various dynamics like the
pressure field creating stern suction and bow cushion into the
programs is one challenge. While the need for simulators in
training programs is obvious, the emphases on an adequate period
of onboard training was also expressed.
Training Tugs
Since it is generally cost prohibitive to utilize a tractor tug
for the full amount of real-time training that is needed to
develop competent masters; the model ASD tug of 26 ft. is
being considered as a good alternative. This vessel would not
require a towing license yet could have an important role in
training masters onboard in real time while recovering some
of the cost associated with vessel time. Ron Burchett is
developing this concept and we hope to have a mini ASD
tractor in the field for training soon.
Escort Winches
With the lion's share of new builds being developed for
tanker escorts and LNG assistance at offshore terminals, the
performance of the assist winch has been developed
considerably. These advanced rend/recover; constant tension
winches have exposed new issues with line wear that were not
considered previously. With the line actively working
through the bull nose, the heat generated by friction externally
can be water-cooled. However, the internal heat from
individual strands working against each other has created a
new challenge. Markey has developed a roller bull nose to
address the external friction. Options for reducing the internal
friction are still absent.
Working Lines:
Twists in the head line can represent a 5% - 40 % reduction in
strength because of the way the strands pull. Samson will begin
placing a colored telltale strand to expose twists in the headline.
The new loose lay braided chafing gear from Samson has proven
to reduce headline wear by over 20%.
Workplace Safety:
Most overboard accidents are from slips and falls.
ALJ ALLEGATIONS
[Source: MM&P Wheelhouse Weekly. Emphasis ours.]
Allegations at Root of Controversy Over Coast Guard
ALJ Program Remain Unanswered in GAO Report
Allegations of improper bias in the Coast Guard's
Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) program are not addressed at
all in a June 12 report issued by the Government
Accountability Office (GAO) for the simple reason that the
authors of the report were instructed to weigh in exclusively
on the topic of whether or not the ALJ program contained
"elements" that could theoretically allow it to function fairly.
Coast Guard ALJs preside over cases involving merchant
mariner license and document suspension and revocation.

Recovery is usually hampered by inability to locate a man
overboard (MOB). The new Mobilalarm is active while
personnel are within range of the receiver and triggers an
alarm when the person goes out of range or manually sets off
the alarm. This represents an advance in rapid alert when a
person goes in the water and eliminates the problem of the
alarm not activating in the water because the system is always
active until the sensor leaves the area.
This technology will probably show up onboard US vessels
only after it is required to be carried onboard by a regulation.
However, US court cases have set forth the principle that if
technology is available, (and in use), that could have helped to
avoid a disaster or save lives – even if its not required by law – a
vessel operator is considered to be negligent if he doesn’t use it
and becomes involved in an accident.
Total Tug Monitoring
This is an advancement, which will allow for closer
monitoring of the many electronic systems onboard a tug.
While some resistance is natural from onshore and onboard,
all parties will benefit from closer, more accurate information
being communicated. Mechanical issues could be detected
and diagnosed before becoming catastrophic; and preventative
maintenance could be more simply scheduled and observed.
Many onboard systems now utilize electronic sensors. The
consolidation of the information into one program will
inevitably lead to more efficient operations and fuel savings.
Captain Mike Link and I were the only U.S. Tug Captains that
we found at the conference although the 270 delegates represented
a wide range of mariners from other parts of the world.
Our attendance at the conference appeared to be very
popular and well appreciated. There was overwhelming
encouragement for the way that the Master of Towing Vessel
Association (MTVA) is trying to improve the industry from
onboard the tugs. We have been invited to the International
Tug and Salvage Conference in Vancouver, B.C. next year
and hope to have more MTVA members attend that
conference. There also is a short article printed in this
month’s Tug and Salvage Magazine from MTVA on the U.S.
manning shortage.
Best regards,
Captain Jordan May
Master of Towing Vessels Association
www.mtvassociation.com
(541)-220-9559
In response to specific questions about the structure of the
ALJ program raised by six members of Congress, the GAO
report found that the ALJ program contains elements
"designed to foster the decisional independence of ALJs" and
that it includes some protections for mariners. But the report
stopped short of reaching any conclusions about whether the
"elements" and "protections" are effective in creating an
environment that protects Coast Guard ALJs from agency
influence and coercion. "We did not assess whether the
structural elements are effective at ensuring the ALJ's
decisional independence," the authors of the study wrote.
The allegations at the root of the ALJ controversy were
made in a detailed piece of investigative journalism, published
under the heading "Justice Capsized," in the June 24, 2007,
issue of The Baltimore Sun. The article was written by one of
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the newspaper's staff reporters, Robert Little. The Sun
published an editorial on the same topic, "A Listing Court," in
its June 26, 2007, edition.
The thrust of the article and editorial was that many of the
USCG ALJs took the Coast Guard's side as a matter of course
in cases against mariners. Much of the article was based on a
sworn statement given by Judge Jeffie J. Massey, who had
worked in the ALJ program. Massey, who reported in her
sworn statement that she had been pressured into retiring from
the Coast Guard, said that she had been instructed by thenALJ Chief Judge Joseph N. Ingolia not to act as a judge but
rather as a tool to assure rulings favorable to the USCG. "I
was specifically told [by Ingolia] that I should always rule for
the Coast Guard," she said in her sworn statement.
Fallout from the news report spread quickly throughout the
maritime community and beyond, leading to a hearing before
the House Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation
Subcommittee, chaired by Rep. Elijah Cummings (D-Md.).
Judge Massey presented testimony at the hearing, as did
MM&P, which was represented by attorney Bill Hewig, who
specializes in Coast Guard legal aid matters.
"The GAO report did not address the serious charges of
improper agency influence and coercion raised by Judge
Massey because its authors were not asked to do so," Hewig
said in an interview on Friday, June 19.
A spokesman for the Coast Guard agreed. “While the GAO
report does not address allegations made by retired judge Jeffie
Massey, a Department of Homeland Security Office of the
Inspector General review requested by the Coast Guard that will
directly address Judge Massey’s allegations is ongoing and
expected to be completed later this summer,” said Rear Adm.
Charles D. Michel, director of the Coast Guard’s Directorate of

Government and Public Affairs, in an official statement. “We
look forward to sharing the results of that review.”¢

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE (ALJ) ISSUE
By Capt. Richard A. Block

most of the time, but when something occasionally goes
wrong the results can be traumatic.
Unfortunately, as a mariner, you must understand that
you are at risk every time you take a drug or alcohol test. If
you are any “transportation worker” you must abide by the
law (NO) and understand how the system works. The simple
phrase, “ignorance of the law is no excuse” applies here.
Unfortunately, the Coast Guard does not test our merchant
mariners on the regulations in 46 CFR Part 16, 33 FFR Part
95, and 49 CFR Part 49 when they obtain their credentials.
We believe they should. Reading these regulations is boring
as hell, so most mariners avoid it. The results can be nothing
less than a disaster if something does go wrong – as it has.
The Coast Guard rides herd on 210,000 credentialed
merchant mariners through the Administrative Law System.
In a parallel to the drug and alcohol regulations, most
mariners know very little about the Administrative Procedures
Act (APA) and 46 CFR Part 5 and 33 CFR Part 20 that control
the Coast Guard’s Administrative Law System. These are not
subjects that receive attention on credentialing examinations.
Similar regulations in 46 CFR Part 4 apply to reporting
maritime accidents and injuries. We hope they never happen
in our careers, but they do.

The National Mariners Association has been heavily
involved in the ALJ issue since 2000.
The ALJ issue is not necessarily a drug abuse issue
although a number of these cases have been very prominent in
the marine industry as well as in other modes of transportation
since the early 1990s.
Our Association’s views on drug and alcohol abuse are as
simple as the word NO. What is it about “NO” that you don’t
understand. We support reasonable drug and alcohol testing
regulations and reasonable enforcement of those regulations.
We believe the existing regulations are reasonable measures
to protect the safety of all modes of transportation under the
current circumstances of widespread drug abuse throughout
society. However, and unfortunately, the regulations also are
quite complex.
The Coast Guard, as well as all Department of
Transportation modal administrations, enforces the same basic
regulations. They are enforced by simple drug tests that are
not really all that simple. A quick whiz in a bottle is simple
enough for any mariner, truck driver, or pilot. What happens
before and after that is not quite so simple.
The consequences of drug abuse can be unforgettable as
untangling mangled bodies from a Maryland train wreck or
for a mariner who loses his credential and livelihood after
testing “positive” on a DOT drug test. While the tests work

[NMA Comment: On June 26, our Association wrote a 10page letter to each of the nine Congressional “requestors”
who asked for the GAO investigation and complained
about the “whitewash” effect of the GAO report.]
Highlighting One of NMA’s Comments to GAO
“Last year, representatives of the GAO called me and
notified me of their intent to look into complaints about
problems with the Coast Guard’s ALJ system that surfaced in
June 2007 and subsequently led Congressman Cummings to
convene a hearing on July 31, 2007. I attended that hearing in
the Rayburn Building.
“As a result, I wrote at length to Mr. Stephen L. Caldwell,
the GAO’s Director of Marine Security and Coast Guard
Issues. [Enclosure #1] I was surprised and shocked to find
(on p.42 of his report) that “Because the input we received
from the various mariner associations and attorneys was
varied and did not have a consistent message, we were unable
to draw any conclusions from their input, and so we did not
include their comments in the report.”
Consequently, we find our information relegated to the
trash can because our message was not “consistent message.”
Consistent with which other unnamed responders? This
treatment on the part of the GAO discourages citizens to
come forward when they observe problems with government
programs.
[NMA Comment: We look forward to the publication of
the report by the Department of Homeland Security.]

The “Other People”
Mariners who belong to our Association have read about
these “horror stories” in our newsletters and reports. The vast
majority of mariners believe that these things happen to other
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people but that these “other people” might have been at fault
or “attracted attention” for some reason! It is as if being
conspicuous or somehow standing aside from the crowd is
enough to bring down the wrath of the authorities.
Gradually, over the years, these stories affecting individual
mariners began to mushroom until a journalist and his editors
in a major city newspaper researched several of these cases
and reached out to inform the public and drew the attention of
Congress on July 31, 2007 in a hearing that I attended in the
nation’s capitol.
The DRESSER case that made national headlines did not
directly involve our Association but it did involve one of our
members, Capt. Greg Periman, who was forced to learn all of
the regulatory lessons described above the hard way, word-byword, phrase-by-phrase. Fortunately, our Association was
able to recommend the services of one of a true expert in the
field of Administrative Law. In fact, before the Periman case
was over, Greg had to hire three attorneys to handle his case –
which he eventually won. However, Capt. Periman had to do
his own detective work to prove that he was not guilty of a
charge that stripped him of his license, his livelihood, and all
of his possessions for over two years and destroyed a career
over twenty years in the making.
While the Coast Guard prosecuted the Periman Case as a
“drug case,” other mariners found themselves tangled in the
Coast Guard’s Administrative Law system as a result of things

that had nothing whatsoever to do with drugs. If you belonged to
our Association from 2000 or viewed our website, you could
have read newsletter articles and reports such as #R-315-C that
recounted many of these stories. But if you “don’t do drugs,”
don’t have accidents, and don’t have a lawyer you can call on for
legal advice you bypassed these articles.

COAST GUARD SECTOR NEW YORK CLUELESS

TEEN’S TUBING DEATH HIGHLIGHTS
SAFETY CONCERNS
By John DeSantis
[Source: The Houma Courier (Emphasis Ours)

A captain in New York harbor working on a small lube oil
tanker had his crew reduced by his company to two men,
himself and his tanker men/deck hand.
The Captain goes to Coast Guard Sector New York and
reports that in his judgment this practice is “unsafe.
Group New York comes on the scene to investigate. They
place a floating dummy in the water and ask the company and
crew to perform a man overboard drill. The captain
maneuvers the tanker near the dummy then leaves the
wheelhouse to rig a ladder. He throws the dummy a life ring
but the dummy does not grab it. The dummy must be
unconscious? Could this ever happen to a
man who actually fell overboard!
The captain returns to the wheelhouse,
maneuvers the tanker nearly running the
dummy over. He leaves the wheel again, returns
to the deck and single handily pulls the dummy
aboard. Group New York approved the drill.
How many dummies dose it take to
conduct a mock drill? Answer two, one in the
water and one Group New York observer.
Let us remember that according to the Coast
Guard you cannot leave an unlicensed or
apprentice person at the wheel at anytime.
However, to please a company they condone this
type of hazardous operation.

Coast Guard “Justice” Handbook
Recently, I published a book titled the Coast Guard
“Justice” Handbook. This book was prepared for every
working mariner and is a “guide to the Administrative Law
System.” It is available from the publisher Marine Education
Textbooks, Inc. Stock #BK-1001. The retail price is $25.00. All
funds proceeds will be used to support the National Mariners
Association. Association Members pay $20.00 +$5.00 priority
mail charge. Non-members must pay $30.00 that includes $5.00
for shipping.. Order from M.E.T. at Phone: (985) 879-3866 MonThurs. 7:00 AM through 4:00 PM Central Standard Time Fax
No. (985) 879-3911 or order online at
http://www.metonlinebookstore.peachhost.com/.
If you are a dues-paying member, be sure to state this when
you order. Copies of the book were furnished to several
Members of Congress.
The ALJ issue is currently being investigated by the
Department of Homeland Security and there are plans to issue
a full report on their findings.

The death of a Dulac teen on the Gulf Intracoastal
Waterway in Houma is one of the tragedies behind
Louisiana’s boating statistics.
According to Coast Guard statistics, 685 people died
nationwide in (recreational) boating-related mishaps last year,
the most recent data available. Twenty-eight of those were in
Louisiana.
Six were killed this year in Terrebonne
alone.
Glen Verret Jr., 18, died July
12 when he was thrown from an
inflatable raft towed by a boat on
the heavily traveled Intracoastal
near downtown.
Five men in town for the
Houma
Oilman’s
Fishing
Invitational were killed May 20 when their boat hit a parked
barge in Falgout Canal.
The deaths and increased activity on local waterways,
where work boats traveling to meet the needs of the oil
industry and commercial fisheries, must share space with
recreational fishermen and those just out to have fun, have
some concerned about the safety of all involved.
While the general consensus is that south Louisiana’s
waters can accommodate all who want to use them, officials
also say pleasure boaters need to familiarize themselves with
the rules and caveats that are the bulwark of safe boating.
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“You’ve got a lot more people on the water over the
years,” said Maj. Tommy Odom of the Terrebonne Sheriff’s
Office Water Patrol, who has seen his share of boat wrecks
and risky behavior.
“The sport industry, the pleasure boating, guys going
fishing, they’re on the water with the commercials, the
shrimp, the oil industry,” said Water Patrol Lt. Mike Ledet.
“The fun of the ride, the playing around, takes priority, and
the boat becomes a weapon just by not knowing.”
Verret was killed when he was flung off the raft and into a
piling jutting from the water. The boat’s driver, 27-year-old
Wes Whitten, said he was driving through another vessel’s
wake when Verret was thrown free. The maneuver is a
common practice meant to make the ride more exciting.
The Intracoastal near Pecan Street, where Verret was
killed, is often the site of weekend boaters seeking fun in that
same manner. But professional mariners say wake jumping
can have severe consequences.
Jude Landry, assistant operations manager for Delta
Towing in Houma, is among those who hears often of nearmisses from tug captains. “A lot of it is in the bayou areas,
the barges, they try to get in that wake,” Landry said.
CONGRESS PROPOSES NEW MARINER
LEGISLATION
During June, three bills were introduced in the House of
Representatives and one Bill in the U.S. Senate (S. 685) we
believe should be of interest to our mariners. If these bills
become law, these “Bills”(1) would have a significant affect
upon lower-level merchant mariners. [(1) Available as Reports
#R-203-A, #R-203-B, R-203-C and #R-203-D on request.]
These “bills” contain provisions that our Association supports
and has advocated for years. However, this article only records
the beginning of these "bills" passage through Congress.
Remember, a “Bill” is NOT yet a law…and might never become
a law in the form you see here as we saw last year when the
Senate failed to consider H.R. 2830, a broad Bill the House of
Representatives passed by a resounding vote of 395 to 7.
H/R. 2651. Education and Training
Maritime Workforce Development Act
Ever since the mid-1990s, the Coast Guard piled expensive
new training requirements upon our mariners without any
regard for the cost that training incurred. Until that time, it
was assumed that a lower-level mariner seeking a license
would pay the costs of licensing. However, these costs were
relatively low – for the most part under $1,000. However, in
the Fall 2008 issue of Proceedings magazine, an official Coast
Guard publication (p.43) “The cost to advance one deckhand
to mate through the apprentice mate system was costing (one
towing company) about $78,100.” In a recent TSAC working
group meeting, in Houston, a training official of a major
towing company indicated that figure might be on the low
side. That represents a steep climb for many small businesses
and an impossibility for most mariners who see it as a huge
risk considering the “flaky” nature of Coast Guard
superintendence over mariners in the past decade.
The big jump in training expenses came with the
introduction of STCW which was supposed to primarily
impact mariners serving on vessels engaged on international

Small-boat operators get close to tugs, he and others in the
industry said, without realizing the perils. A tug pushing a
barge is being operated by a captain with a limited view.
“They can’t see over the barge, and they can’t see them until
it’s too late,” Landry said.
Verret’s death – though not caused by a run-in with a tug
or barge – is “a wake-up call for everybody,” Landry said.
Whether operating a 12-foot skiff or a personal watercraft,
you need to know you are bound by maritime rules of the road.
State law requires anyone born after Jan. 1, 1988,
successfully complete a boating-education course and carry
proof of completion to operate a boat in excess of 10
horsepower….
[NMA Comment:
There should be a licensing
requirement fulfilled by taking a public instruction course
by the U.S.C.G. Auxiliary, U.S. Power Squadron, or
approved by the National Association of State Boating
Law Administrators for first-time recreational boaters in
every state. Mrs. Cathy Hammond of TSAC work with
NASBLA officials for several years on recreational
boating issues. We applaud her efforts.]
voyages. There was supposed to be little or no impact on
licensed mariners serving on vessels of less than 200 gross
register tons on domestic voyages. That is far from today’s
reality, however.
Mariners’ feeling of self-reliance and independence
vanished as they became beholden to their employers to pick
up their training expenses which began to soar as the Coast
Guard’s program of “approved courses” – eventually
numbering over 2,000 to serve a population of 210,000
merchant mariners – took hold in the late 1990s. Aside from
setting up the “approved course” system and sporadically
checking those courses whenever funds happened to be
available, the Coast Guard never appeared to show the
slightest concern about the rapidly escalating costs of training
and their effect on our lower-level mariners. They just kept
pushing the bar higher and higher.
The majority of “upper-level” mariners working on large
ships are members of major labor unions. These unions work
closely with employers and jointly operate maritime training
schools that provide the necessary training. However, most
operators of smaller vessels, typically under 1,600 GRT
employing our lower-level mariners, have fought tooth-andnail to remain free of doing business with labor unions. This
was particularly true in the offshore oil industry that engaged
in a three-year battle to suppress Offshore Mariners United
(OMU), a new union that started in 2000-2003. Although
most of the towing industry also remains non-union, many of
the leading companies do recognize various unions and do
support their excellent training facilities. Other towing
companies support private training schools, but some towing
companies still remain in the dark ages.
The U.S. government, through the Maritime Administration,
pays the tuition of students at the U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy at Kings Point, New York. To a much lesser extent,
the government assists state maritime academies in
Massachusetts, California, Texas, New York, Maine, and
Michigan (Great Lakes) in training merchant marine officers. A
number of forward-looking private companies try to do the “right
thing” and provide their mariners with comprehensive training
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programs. All these programs come with expectations by the
government or the company of “repayment” of sorts by agreeing
to serve in the industry (or company) for a number of years after
receiving training.
Congressman Elijah E. Cummings (D-Md.), chairman of the
House Subcommittee on Coast Guard and Maritime
Transportation, introduced the Maritime Workforce Development
Act, which would create a recruitment, training and student loan
program for future maritime industry workers. "Many of the men
and women who comprise our maritime industry will soon be
entering retirement, and it is important that we have the tools and
resources in place to bring in the next generation of mariners,"
Cummings said. "The Maritime Workforce Development Act
seeks to improve the current system and ensure that individuals
seeking to enter or advance in the maritime field are able to afford
tuition for training programs." The bill would authorize $60
million over six years to create a maritime-focused student loan
program. It would also authorize $60 million over six years to
enable the Department of Transportation to award grants to
maritime training institutions for mariner recruitment, training
and retention.
The bill (HR 2651) called the Maritime Workforce
Development Act would provide funding for merchant
mariner student loans. The loan program would make it
possible for a student to pay tuition and expenses incidental to
training and prepare for a “better paying” job in the merchant
marine. It would fill in the gaps for students at state maritime
academies as well as for employees at smaller companies who
take Coast Guard-approved courses. This is a simpler version
of the plan that our Association previously recommended in
our Report #R-428-E – now withdrawn.
If enacted,, the new student loan program should appeal to
mariners who have 1) confidence in their ability to complete a
given training course and 2) believe that better education and
training will lead to a better paying job in the marine industry.
H.R. 2652
Maritime Safety Act of 2009
After years of working on behalf of our lower-level
mariners, we were particularly pleased to see a copy of H.R.
2652 that was reported out of the full House Transportation
and Infrastructure Committee on Thursday, June 4, 2009. We
sent a copy to all our member mariners who provided us with
working internet connections. There are a number of
provisions that our mariners you should be interested in:
— Section 5, Mariner Records (on pages 21 & 22) to help our
mariners secure their sea service letters.
— Section 6, Log Books (on pgs 22 & 23) to require a formal
log of the true "hours in service to the vessel.”
— Section 8, Safe Operation and Equipment Standards (pgs 23-25)
— Section 9, Approval of those Survival Craft that will keep
our mariners out of the water. (on pages 25-26)
— Section 11, Protection Against Discrimination. (pages 2729) which gives mariners access to 49 U.S. Code §31105
which we describe in greater detail below.
— Section 14, Duration of Credentials (pgs 30, 31) and Section
16 (pgs 33-35) would ensure that the credential you pay for
will be valid for a full 5 years and avoid "license creep."
— Section 15 Fingerprinting, (pages 32 & 33) should prevent
the monumental, expensive, time-consuming bureaucratic
screw-ups our mariners endured at the Regional Exam
Centers several years ago.
— Section 17. Merchant Mariner Documentation (pg 35)

provides an interim clearance process to issue new
credentials to new mariners before they give up in disgust
and seek a job in another industry.
— Section 18. Merchant Mariner Assistance Report (pgs 3637) cuts out some of the BS with Coast Guard application
forms and bureaucratic nit-picking.
— Section 20. Offshore Supply Vessels (pgs 38-41) changes
the basic definition of OSVs by removing a previous 6,000ton tonnage limit. If this becomes law, an OSV would be an
OSV no matter its tonnage. However, we believe Congress
still needs to take a very close look at OSV manning issues
in our Report #R-279, Rev. 8.
— Section 22 requires the Coast Guard to prescribe regulations
for lifesaving equipment on uninspected vessels.
— Section 24, Renewal of Advisory Committees. (pgs 46-48). If
it becomes law, membership in TSAC would change to
increase the number of working mariners on the Towing Safety
Advisory Committee. [See our Report #R-417, Rev. 1.]
Protection Against Discrimination
One of the thorniest issues our Association has had to deal
with is when the relationship between a mariner and his
employer reaches an impasse.
Typically, a mariner is instructed to do something he
believes is inherently unsafe and either 1) carries out the order
and something happens, or 2) refuses to carry out the order
and gets fired. Congress worked on this issue in 2004, and
thankfully, is taking a fresh look at how other agencies
approach the issue:
Section 11,”Protection Against Discrimination” would
amend 46 U.S. Code §2114 to read as follows. Let us know
what you think about the proposed wording!:
Proposed 46 U.S. Code §2114. Protection of seamen against
discrimination
(a)
(1) A person may not discharge or in any manner discriminate
against a seaman because—
(A) the seaman in good faith has reported or is about to report
to the Coast Guard or other appropriate Federal agency or
department that the seaman believes that a violation of a
maritime safety law or regulation prescribed under that law or
regulation has occurred;
(B) the seaman has refused to perform duties ordered by the
seaman’s employer because the seaman has a reasonable
apprehension or expectation that performing such duties would
result in serious injury to the seaman, other seamen, or the public:
(C) the seaman testified in a proceeding brought to enforce a
maritime safety law or regulation prescribed under that law;
(D) the seaman notified, or attempted to notify, the vessel
owner or the Secretary of a work-related personal injury or
work-related illness of a seaman;
(E) the seaman cooperated with a safety investigation by the
Secretary or the National Transportation Safety Board;
(F) the seaman furnished information to the Secretary, the
National Transportation Safety Board, or any other public
official as to the facts relating to any marine casualty resulting
in injury or death to an individual or damage to property
occurring in connection with vessel transportation; or
(G) the seaman accurately reported hours of duty under this
part.; and
(2) The circumstances causing a seaman’s apprehension of
serious injury under paragraph (1)(B) must be of such a nature
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that a reasonable person, under similar circumstances, would
conclude that there is a real danger of an injury or serious
impairment of health resulting from the performance of duties
as ordered by the seaman’s employer.
(3) To qualify for protection against the seaman’s employer
under paragraph (1)(B), the employee must have sought from
the employer, and been unable to obtain, correction of the
unsafe condition.
(b) A seaman alleging discharge or discrimination in violation
of subsection (a) of this section, or another person at the
seaman’s request, may file a complaint with respect to such
allegation in the same manner as a complaint may be filed
under subsection (b) of section 31105 of title 49 [see below].
Such complaint shall be subject to the procedures,
requirements, and rights described in that section, including
with respect to the right to file an objection, the right of a
person to file for a petition for review under subsection (c) of
that section, and the requirement to bring a civil action under
subsection (d) of that section.’’
EXISTING ACTIONS. — This section shall not affect the
application of section 2114(b) of title 46, United States Code,
as in effect before the date of enactment of this Act, to an
action filed under that section before that date.
Existing Regulations
For the status of existing regulations, refer to our report #R370-D, Rev. 6, Whistleblower Protection, Work-Hour
Abuse, and “Deadhead Transportation

POSSIBLE MEDICAL REVIEW OVERHAUL?
Pending Legislation Would Overhaul Coast Guard
Medical Review Process
[Source: MM&P Wheelhouse Weekly. Emphasis ours.]
The nation's maritime unions have come out strongly in
favor of a bill introduced by Sen. Frank Lautenberg (D-N.J.)
that would address grave deficiencies in the medical review
process for merchant mariner credentials that was unilaterally
implemented last year by the Coast Guard.
[NMA Comment: Remember that a “Bill S 685” is not yet
– and never may become a law. We urge you to read the
bill (NMA Report #R-203-C) and make verbal comments
to Senator Lautenberg’s clerical staff. Call his office at
202-224-3224 and leave your message.]
The proposed legislation would establish a national
registry of medical examiners for merchant mariners: a
medical review system based on a network of physicians, akin
to those that have long been successfully employed in other
transportation modes. The bill would also require the Coast
Guard to investigate the causal effect between undermanning and accidents at sea. Lautenberg is chairman of the
Senate, Subcommittee on Surface Transportation and
Merchant Marine Infrastructure, Safety and Security.
The provisions in the Lautenberg bill are extremely
important to American merchant mariners and will, in our
opinion, greatly enhance the health and well-being of
American seafaring personnel and the safe operation of
American vessels of all types;" the unions wrote in an April

H.R. 2650
Coast Guard Modernization Act of 2009
This bill proposes to revise provisions concerning the
organization of the Coast Guard as follows:.
— Requires the Coast Guard's Commandant to: (1) promote
maritime safety according to specified priorities; (2)
designate Coast Guard positions constituting the marine
safety workforce; and (3) establish a management
information system for that workforce.
— Requires there to be a chief of marine safety in each Coast
Guard sector.
— Authorizes the Commandant to establish and operate one or
more Centers of Expertise for Marine Safety.
— Requires the Commandant, by policy, to establish a program
under which a Coast Guard person may be assigned to a
private entity to further Coast Guard interests regarding
marine safety, including to train the person.
— Directs the Secretary of the department in which the Coast
Guard is operating to develop a long-term strategy for
improving vessel safety and the safety of individuals on
vessels, including annual issuance of a plan and schedule for
achieving specified goals.
— Requires, except for the commandant, that any individual
adjudicating an appeal or waiver of a marine safety decision
either have certain training, experience, and qualifications or
be advised by a senior staff member who meets those
requirements and concurs in the decision on appeal.
— Requires a marine safety curriculum at the Coast Guard
Academy and during other officer accession programs.
22 letter. They said the bill, S 685, would provide greater
quality control as well as a more timely administration of the
medical review process.
As has been widely reported, since the Coast Guard
centralized the medical review process in its West Virginia
facility, mariners have been waiting an average of 90 days,
and frequently much longer, to obtain the documents they
need to be able to work.
"Through the implementation of the procedures contained in
your legislation, we believe the quality and efficiency of the
medical review process will be enhanced, as the physicians who
actually examine the individuals will again be playing a key role
in determining the physical fitness of those seeking to continue or
pursue a career in the maritime industry," the unions wrote.
The system the Coast Guard put in place last year subjects
mariners to unconscionable delays. "For the individual
mariner," the unions said, the Coast Guard's current system
has led to demands for multiple medical specialty
consultations, additional laboratory tests and procedures
and numerous evaluations for each condition noted by the
physician during the physical examination. "As a result,
mariners who have heretofore been able to pursue their chosen
career at sea upon a clear demonstration and certification by
their physician that their medical condition is not only
controllable but poses no direct risk to the safety of the vessel,
the crew or to themselves, are now subjected to multiple
costly, time consuming and unnecessary medical
interventions that are not deemed necessary by their
examining physicians. The longer the delay in receiving
merchant mariner documents or licenses, the longer our
members are literally unable to work:'
Since the Coast Guard first announced its intention to
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centralize the medical review process and remotely vet
mariners' fitness for duty, MM&P has continuously warned that
the move would subject members to unconscionable delays.
The “hands on” medical evaluation system in place prior to
the current system had served the maritime industry and the
United States well. The previous system, and the system that
would result through enactment of Lautenberg's legislation,
recognize that nothing can replace the good judgment of a
well-informed, knowledgeable physician who has the
experience and the information necessary to evaluate and
determine whether a mariner is physically able to work at sea.
The unions said they are especially pleased that the bill
would direct the Coast Guard to gather information that
would help it assess the role that workload, fatigue and
manning play in causing accidents at sea. "We have long
argued that the failure on the part of the government to
address such factors is, at best, shortsighted and dangerous;'
they wrote.
"Dramatically reduced manning levels,
including those resulting in a one-man bridge operation,
and the resulting increased workloads and lack of adequate
rest and sleep for mariners, should no longer be ignored by

the Coast Guard when determining the cause of marine
accidents and when making recommendations to prevent
similar accidents and incidents in the future: ¢

MARINE SAFETY ALERT 04-09
EPIRB & PLB REGISTRATION
July 13, 2009

As a result of this incident NOAA has commenced an
important safety initiative, e-mailing and mailing all
owners/operators of EPIRBs and PLBs registered in the U.S.
National Beacon Registration Database, and requesting that
they follow the steps listed below. The U.S. Coast Guard
supports this initiative, and strongly recommends all vessel
owners and operators:
1.Confirm that current EPIRB and PLB registrations are correct.
Cross-check that the UIN printed by the manufacturer on your
EPIRB or PLB matches the UIN printed on the proof-ofregistration decal sent to you by NOAA. The manufacturerprovided UIN is usually found on the exterior of the beacon,
although in some cases the UIN is printed inside the beacon,
under the beacon's battery. You can also cross-check that the
above UINs match the NOAA registration database by visiting
the
National
Beacon
Registration
website
at:
www.beaconregistration.noaa.gov and choosing one of the
links for your existing beacon registration
If any of the numbers or letters in the UINs are different,
your beacon may not be registered properly and you should
contact NOAA immediately at: (301) 817-4515 or 1-888212-SAVE (7283).
2. Update EPIRB and PLB registrations if there are any changes
to the vessel information, owner/operator information,
emergency contact information, or if your registration
information has expired. Registration data must be renewed
every two years. Updates and renewals can be made using the
same registration methods listed below.
3. Register new or previously unregistered EPIRBs and PLBs with
NOAA via the internet at: www.beaconregistration.noaa.gov.
Note: Registration is mandatory and is required by Federal
Regulation.
Alternatively, you can mail the registration form which
can be found in the beacon's packaging, or downloaded from
the beacon registration website provided above, to the
following address:
Beacon Registration, NOAA/NESDIS, NSOF, E/SP3,
4231 Suitland Road, Suitland, MD 20746.
The registration form can also be faxed to: (301) 817-4565.
If you have already received a registration safety notification

This Safety Alert addresses the importance of ensuring
your Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon (EPIRB)
and Personal Locator Beacon (PLB) are properly registered
with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA).
One of the circumstances surrounding a recent major
marine casualty involving an uninspected commercial fishing
vessel was the improper registration of the vessel's EPIRB.
The Unique Identification Number (UIN) entered into
NOAA's registration database was different from the actual
UIN programmed into the EPIRB by the manufacturer and
transmitted to the Search and Rescue Satellite System after the
vessel sank. The improper registration of this vessel's EPIRB
delayed the notification to Search and Rescue personnel, and
subsequently delayed the launching of rescue assets.
The Search and Rescue Satellite-Aided Tracking
(SARSAT) System is composed of stationary and orbiting
satellites. For any given location (outside of the Polar
Regions), there is continuous coverage by a stationary
satellite, and coverage by an orbiting satellite every 60 to 75
minutes on average (which includes the Polar Regions). The
stationary satellites can receive all of the information
transmitted by an EPIRB or PLB, but they are not capable of
determining the position of the beacon unless the beacon has
an optional GPS receiver (not all models carry this option).
Normally, position identification is accomplished by the
orbiting satellites. So, if a beacon is not equipped with the
optional GPS, it could take up to 100 minutes for the orbiting
satellites to identify the location of the beacon.
In the case of this casualty, the first notification was
received by a stationary satellite soon after the vessel sank,
but the orbiting satellites were not within range and the
improper registration prevented the identification of the
vessel's name, homeport and emergency contact information
from being forwarded to the Search and Rescue authorities.

Major Provisions Proposed in Senate Bill S. 685
— Implement the IMO amendment requiring a double hull or
additional protective layer around a fuel tank for “non-tank
vessels”. Non-tank vessels could include container ships like
the Cosco Busan and large OSVs. It would also limit the
size of a fuel tank to about 600,000 gallons.
— Clarify the Coast Guard’s authority to direct the movement
of vessel traffic within a Vessel Traffic System.
— Create a (hopefully less invasive and more reasonable)
medical review program for merchant mariners (see above).
— Require the Coast Guard to conduct a study into the causes
of marine accidents.
— Conform the duration of mariner credentials including the TWIC.
— Establish a mechanism to allow the Coast Guard to provide
humanitarian relief for seafarers abandoned in the united States
and support seafarers who are witnesses to maritime-related
crimes. (see “Prisoners of the Cosco Busan” in this newsletter).
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from NOAA and responded accordingly, no further action is
required until your next beacon renewal or update.
This safety alert is provided for informational purposes
only and does not relieve any domestic or international safety,

operational or material requirement. Developed by the Office
of Design and Engineering Standards, USCG Headquarters,
Washington, DC and the NOAA Search and Rescue SatelliteAided Tracking (SARSAT) Program Office, Suitland, MD.

DEEPWATER PERFORMANCE

improving oversight of its "Deepwater" asset acquisition
program, the agency needs to implement more detailed
performance measures "with firm project completion dates."
Deepwater is an acquisition program adopted to upgrade
the Coast Guard's fleet of ships and planes. The agency
assumed the lead role in managing acquisitions for the
program two years ago, after contractors were found to have
bungled key projects.
In testimony last week before
Congress, GAO said the Coast Guard "continues to face
management challenges" in its oversight of Deepwater. For
example, GAO says, the agency "has not always adhered to
procurement processes, and its budget submissions to
Congress do not include detailed cost estimates."
GAO also reported that the Coast Guard faces "challenges
in workforce planning," including difficulties in hiring and
retaining qualified acquisition personnel.
GAO also says that delays associated with the Coast
Guard's newest vessel, the National Security Cutter, "will
cause thousands of operational days to be lost by 2017."

[Background: “Deepwater” is the program that was
supposed to bring the Coast Guard’s equipment into the 21st
century. Through abysmal leadership, the Coast Guard
already wasted more than half a billion dollars of our
taxpayer money. This is more than they ever spent on
superintending the nation’s “merchant marine” personnel.
This scandal became public in Department of Homeland
Security’s Report OIG 07-23 Acquisition of the National
Security Cutter, (our report #R-401-C) and Report #OIG-0727, 110’/123’ Maritime Patrol Boat Modernization Project.
(our report #R-401-F.]
Coast Guard "Deepwater" Acquisition Process Still Needs
Fine-Tuning, Government Watchdog Says
The Government Accountability Office (GAO) says that
although the Coast Guard has made significant strides in
NEW & REVISED NMA REPORTS
Availability
All reports are listed on our website under INDEX R. All are
available to our members on request.
Pending Legislation
Report #R-203-A. June 11, 2009. Maritime Workforce
Development Act, H.R. 2651. 23 p. $5.60. This report is
discussed in Congress proposes New Mariner Legislation in
this Newsletter. Replaces Report #R-428-E.
Report #R-203-B. June 11, 2009. Maritime Safety Act of
2009. H.R. 2652. 52p. $11.40. This report is discussed in
Congress proposes New Mariner Legislation in this
Newsletter.
Report #R-203-C. June 15, 2009. Oil Spill Prevention Act
of 2009. S. 685. Senate Report 111-26, 23. p. $5.60.
Report #R-203-D.
June 2, 2009.
Coast Guard
Modernization Act of 2009. H.R. 2650, 7 pgs. $2.40.
Report #R-204. New July 2009. Coast Guard “Justice
Handbook.” In light of what appears to be a “whitewash” of
the 2007 Administrative Law Judge scandal by the
Government Accountability office in their Report #GAO-09489, we assembled a number of our reports, brought them up
to date, printed it in book form (22 Chapters, 129 pages) and
provided it to the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation
Subcommittee staff. The title of the book is the Coast Guard
“Justice” Handbook. We debated on calling it the “injustice”
handbook but decided against “sensationalizing” the plight of
mariners who run amuck of Coast Guard “settlement
agreements.” The book provides fair warning to all “lower-

level” mariners of things that a few mariners had to learn the
hard way.
The book is available commercially ($25.00) and will help
pay down some of our Association’s accumulated debt and
fund future operations.
Report #R-224, Rev. 1. Accident Investigations. Revised,
July, 4, 2009. This report gives some thoughts on who has a
better approach to public safety and will do a better job of
investigating maritime accidents, the Coast Guard or the
NTSB?
Whistleblower Protection
Report #R-370-D, Revision 6.
June 18, 2009.
Whistleblower Protection, Work-Hour Abuse, and “Deadhead” Transportation. 13p. Background of our mariners’
struggle for “Whistleblower Protection” reflect proposed
legislative changes mentioned in this issue of the Newsletter.
Report #R-428-I. July 9, 2007. Congressional Hearing
Testimony on the National Maritime Center and Mariner
Credentialing. 55p. The House Subcommittee on Coast
Guard and Maritime Transportation took testimony from our
Association, the Offshore Marine Service Association, the
Passenger Vessel Association, the American Maritime
Officers, the International Organization of Masters, Mates and
Pilots, and the Marine Engineers’ Beneficial Association on
the National Maritime Center and Maritime Credentialing.
All of our mariners will find this interesting reading.
Reports Withdrawn
Report #R-370-C. Withdrawn June 2009.
merged with #R-370-D.

Content

Report #R-428-E. Withdrawn July 2009. Replaced by
Report #R-203-A.
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GALVESTON RR BRIDGE PROJECT
July 15, 2009. USACE Public Notice #06-09
The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), as the lead federal agency
for the proposed project, announces the availability of the
Final Environmental Assessment (EA) and Finding of No
Significant Impact (FONSI) to modify the railroad bridge
across the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway, Mile 357.2,
Galveston County, near Galveston, Texas. The Final EA
evaluates the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of the
Proposed Action.
A copy of the EA and FONSI is available online at
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg5/cg5411/CGLeadProjects.asp,
under Coast Guard Lead Projects.
Project Background: Galveston County is proposing to
construct a lift span railroad bridge across the Gulf Intracoastal
Waterway, near Galveston, Texas. The proposed replacement
bridge will provide a minimum horizontal clearance of 300 feet
measured normal to the channel. The lift span shall also afford
at least 73 feet of vertical clearance above mean high water in the
open position and a minimum of eight feet vertical clearance
above mean high water in the closed position.
The new lift bridge towers will be constructed to adjoin
existing causeway piers (Piers 12/13 and Piers 14/15) outside
of the 300-foot clearance area. A large concrete footing will
be built to support each tower. New dolphins will be installed
at the edge of the clear navigation area.
The new lift bridge will be constructed off-site and loaded
from the north side onto the new bridge pier and tower system
at a location which places the new railroad track 24-feet 10inches east of the existing track. After new facilities are
installed and the new bridge is operational, the existing
bridge and adjacent spans will be removed. The two
waterlines serving the City of Galveston would be relocated to
pass safely under the widened navigation channel.
s/DAVID FRANK
Chief, Bridge Administration Branch U.S. Coast Guard
By direction of the District Commander
NMA Comments to Bridge Administration
July 25, 2009
Commandant, U.S. Coast Guard
Bridge Administration Division
2100 Second Street, SW
Washington, D.C. 20593
Subject: Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) –
Galveston Causeway Bridge Alteration
Dear Sir or Madam,
Our Association represents the safety, health, and welfare
concerns of “lower-level” mariners who work on tugs, towboats,
OSVs and small passenger vessels of less than 1,600 GRT.
I have reviewed the FONSI for this undertaking and
comment as follows.
1. I agree with the wording that: “The Galveston Causeway
Railroad Bridge has been identified by the USCG as the
most difficult and dangerous bridge on the GIWW, citing
ninety-nine reported allisions between commercial vessels
and the causeway bridge between 1991 and 1999.” (p.1).

2. I note that the new bridge will allow a bridge opening to
73 feet. While this certainly is a more generous vertical
clearance than is found on other segments of the GIWW, our
Association repeatedly expressed our concerns to both the
Coast Guard and Congress and has made six revisions to our
Report #R-293 [Enclosure #1] about the dangers of failing
to regulate the entire matter of “overhead clearance.”
In this FONSI, we see a proposal where Congress will
finance 98% of the cost of a new $30,000,000 bridge that like
other spans across the nation’s waterways, is placed at risk by
the Coast Guard’s failure to require a knowledge of the
overhead clearances that should be required by every boat
owner, contractor, and vessel operator of a commercial vessel.
Our Association
hereby formally petitions the
Commandant to draft regulations that would require
recording the maximum air draft of every commercial
vessel in the pilothouse of that vessel in plain,
unobstructed view of the helmsman, posting the vertical
clearance on every movable bridge, and requiring a survey
of the vertical clearance of every equipment move where
the air draft of the cargo exceeds the height of the towing
vessel or vessel upon which the cargo is loaded.
We believe the attached report cites adequate reasons for
this request. We further respectfully request a timely reply
to our request. If the Coast Guard does not believe that it
has the statutory authority to carry out the requested
rulemaking, or has a better idea, we request that you cover
this in your formal response to us.
3. In Incident #1 in the attached report, we note that the
bridge operator failed to fully open his lift bridge. We also
note that the towing vessel watchstander did not know the
air draft of his tow resulting in a $450,000 “accident” and
inconvenience to the public.
While not every tow requires 73 feet of overhead clearance,
the FONSI does not indicate any proposals that would consider,
allow, or encourage bridge openings of less than the full
vertical extent or draw works machinery specifications that
would coordinate a less-than-complete vertical lift.
Anything less than a full vertical opening could depend on
“assumptions” by either the bridge operator or the vessel
officer in charge of the watch unless some sort of optical or
electrical device provided an accurate vertical clearance
readout. No mention was made in the FONSI as to whether
such a device could or would be included in the bridge
plans. Any overhead clearance accident could “significantly
impact” the use of the waterway.
4. I question why Coast Guard Bridge Administration
allowed the bridge owner to replace the original 1912
Scherzer bascule bridge in 1989 with a similar bridge with
the same restricted navigational opening in 1989 that
opened the door to the large number of allisions and the
fatality noted in its first 10 years of operation. This was not
mentioned in the FONSI. It has taken 20 years to correct
this error and has adversely impacted at least 100 mariners
who have struck the infrastructure. It also resulted in
condemning a bridge that is still serviceable.
From our perspective, I am certain the loss of credentials for
our mariners has caused considerable aggravation and frustration
over the past 20 years. We support the removal of this obstructive
bridge under the provisions of the Truman-Hobbs Act.
s/Richard A. Block, Sec’y, NMA
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PRISONERS OF THE COSCO BUSAN
By John Upton, May 27, 2009
(Source: Apostleship of the Sea (AOS), June 11, 2009)
Emphasis ours.
[NMA Comment: AOS is the Roman Catholic ministry to the
People of the Sea. Father Sinclair Oubre, a member of NMA, is
the Director of AOS in the United States’
This story appeared on the AOS website and provides a
different perspective on the Cosco Busan oil spill that occurred in
San Francisco Bay in November 2007.]

As a judge prepares to sentence the chief culprit in the
2007 oil spill, his detention will still be briefer than that of the
innocent witnesses who helped prevent a much greater
catastrophe.
When Liang Xian Zheng took a job working as the
boatswain on the Cosco Busan, the seasoned seaman knew the
$29.50-a-day gig would send him out to sea for six to ten
months. He also knew it meant undertaking a wearisome
1,000-mile journey from his home in Beijing, China to the
port of Busan in South Korea, where the container ship was
based. But what Zheng couldn't have known was that, two
weeks after boarding the cargo ship and ably performing his
duties as a lookout during a crisis, he would be trapped in a
foreign land on an exotic legal warrant, in misery and legal
purgatory, until months after his seafaring expedition was
supposed to have ended.
During the foggy morning of Nov. 7, 2007, the Cosco
Busan's port side scraped for sixteen seconds against a
protective fender that buffered one tower of the Bay Bridge.
The fender sliced a 212-foot gash in the ship's hull, tearing
open two fuel tanks and producing an environmental disaster.
Most of the two tanks' 60,000 gallons of fuel, which made up
a small portion of the 1 million gallons pumped into the ship's
bunkers to power its journey back to South Korea, gushed into
San Francisco Bay. The cheap, black bunker fuel – heavier
than water and cut with diesel to make it runny enough for
engines – closed beaches; halted crabbing and fishing; killed
fish eggs, seals, and thousands of birds; and raised cancercausing polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons to unsafe levels in
shellfish. After initially underestimating the size of the spill,
the Coast Guard waited until dusk before it called in its oilspill cleanup specialists. More than half of the spilled fuel
sank, evaporated, washed out to sea, or became buried beneath
shoreline sand. Cleanup efforts cost more than $70 million,
and the environmental impacts are still being calculated.
The ship's operator, Fleet Management, quickly lawyered
up. Today, it faces criminal charges and civil lawsuits related
to allegations that its crew contributed to the crash, was
inadequately trained, and doctored documents to mislead
investigators. But Zheng and his fellow sailors also soon
discovered that they too needed legal representation.
Fleet Management's attorneys brought three downtown
San Francisco lawyers into the case to represent Zheng and
five other crew members whose testimony was sought by the
government. The attorneys instructed the men not to talk to
the media or cooperate with preliminary investigations. They
secured the men immunity from prosecution in exchange for
their testimony, and struck a deal that kept the sailors out of
incarceration but trapped in Northern California until long
after the ship and their eighteen colleagues had left US waters.

Immunity was valuable for some of the sailors, who
clearly failed to fulfill their duties. Master Mao Cai Sun
meekly abdicated control of his ship to a pilot who was
affected by pharmaceuticals. First Mate Kongxiang Hu left
his post as lookout to eat breakfast. Second Mate Shun Biao
Zhao failed to plan the ship's course out of the bay and then
forged his colleagues' signatures on a plan drafted after the
accident. And Third Mate Hong Zhi Wang failed to monitor
the ship's path using GPS.
But there was no evidence of wrongdoing by the lowerranking Zheng, who was detained as a witness because he was
serving as lookout and first spotted the bridge, or against his
underling, Helmsman Zong Bin Li, who was dutifully
operating the rudder under direction of the pilot on the
morning of the accident.
Nonetheless, for the year that followed the crash, all six
men, including the blameless Zheng and Li, were shuttled
between San Francisco hotel rooms and an apartment by an
employer charged with crimes for which the crew members
were held as witnesses, not suspects. They were kept in
Northern California on so-called material witness warrants.
Such warrants became popular several centuries ago, to
secure needed evidence when prosecutions were delayed and
there was no alternative to in-court testimony. In the 20th
century, they became useful for obtaining the testimony of
foreign citizens or people smuggled into the United States.
Under President George W. Bush, use of the warrants against
seafarers involved in pollution-related trials rose, according to
Douglas Stevenson, the policy and advocacy director at the
175-year-old Seamen's Church Institute. "There's really not
any mechanism, once a foreign citizen goes home, for being
sure they'll come back when they're needed for a trial,"
Stevenson noted.
Attorneys for the Cosco Busan crew argued in court that
their clients' constitutional rights were being violated.
However, the Supreme Court has never ruled on the
constitutionality of this obscure legal tool. "Initially, they
didn't get lawyers," noted Ricardo Bascuas, a University of
Miami law professor who has written on the subject and who
once represented a material witness arrested after 9/11, when
the Bush administration used such warrants to detain Muslims
suspected of having links to radical groups and jihadists. "It
was a group of people that had no incentive to complain, so
there are not a lot of cases on it."
Material witness laws can turn bystanders into prisoners.
And they add the prospect of in-country confinement to the
other risks that must be weighed by would-be whistleblowers.
Four Filipino sailors aboard the Rio Gold cargo ship learned
that lesson last May, when they were slapped with material
witness warrants and held in Northern California after
reporting their boss and employer for offshore oil-dumping
crimes. The archaic warrants also provided rogue Bush
administration officials with a legal device with which to
incarcerate Muslims without proof of any wrongdoing. The
sad case of Liang Xian Zheng and Zong Bin Li shows how
such warrants can be abused.
As boatswain, Zheng was the Cosco Busan's highestranking unlicensed sailor. Although he lacked the English
skills needed to obtain a license, he was an experienced and
well-trained seaman. After graduating from a Beijing high
school in 1988, he spent a year at maritime academy. Among
his lessons: How to serve as a lookout on a ship's bow. After
graduation, Zheng scored a job as a cadet at China's COSCO
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Shipping Company. He had worked on nine ships when an
agency recruited him for a stint aboard the Cosco Busan
Unlike better-certified colleagues on that fateful
assignment, Zheng didn't speak English, apart from nautical
words and basic commands needed for his trade. When Fleet
Management contracted to operate the Cosco Busan, the
Hong Kong-based company, which operates about 200 ships,
decreed that English would be the working language for the
all-Chinese crew. That effectively barred Zheng and others
from reading onboard safety and operating procedures. The
crew was trained in company policies aboard the ship by flyin fly-out Fleet Management official Varminder Singh, an
Indian who spoke English but not Mandarin. Master Sun
translated for non-English speakers during the crew's
initiation, which lasted during the two-week-long trip from
Busan to Long Beach and then to Oakland.
At 6:15 a.m. on Nov. 7, 2007, 45 minutes before its scheduled
departure from the Oakland Port, Singhan departed the Cosco
Busan, leaving its journey back to South Korea in the hands of
Master Sun and his crew. But the crew didn't plot a course from
Berth 56 out through the Golden Gate, which violated the policies
in which they had just been trained. The oversight may have
seemed irrelevant since an experienced local pilot would board
the ship to take it out of the bay.
The 59-year-old bar pilot assigned to the Cosco Busan,
John Cota, was a brusque, unhealthy man with a hot temper,
an alcohol problem, and a history of driving under the
influence. It was his seventh consecutive day on piloting
duty, and he had managed just ten hours of sleep over the
prior two nights. At 4 a.m., the Petaluma man's alarm clock
rang out, and by 6 a.m. he pulled over at the fog-draped pier in
the Port of Oakland. He boarded the ship just five minutes
after the instructor Singh disembarked; was greeted by the
crew; commented on the fog, which reduced visibility to oneeighth to one-quarter of a mile; and turned down an offer of a
coffee or a soda.
Cota radioed the Vessel Traffic Service and said he would
take the ship through the Delta-Echo span of the Bay Bridge,
which is on the San Francisco side of Treasure Island. Two
hours later, the Coast Guard-run service, which acts like a
flight control tower except that it spends most of its time
watching vessels and very little time controlling them, failed
to warn Cota that he was sailing the container ship into a
bridge tower instead of through the span.
Like other bar pilots in San Francisco Bay, but unlike
pilots in other harbors, Cota wasn't required to carry a laptop
computer laden with navigation equipment. Instead, he relied
on the Cosco Busan's array of onboard electronic maps and
radars. But he struggled to use them. "It's not plotting,
Captain," Cota told Sun after readjusting and testing the radar
for forty minutes. "I've tried to plot this target five times but it
never plots. It didn't plot – that's not good for fog."
Eventually, he set sail. He later abandoned the radar
altogether after the display appeared to him to grow distorted,
and relied instead on the ship's electronic map, which marked
hazards and safe passages with symbols. Investigators have
concluded that the radar was working properly, and recordings
show that its display did not become distorted.
In an exhaustive accident report published more than a
year later, investigators for the National Transportation Safety
Board concluded there was another reason for the bar pilot's
difficulties. A urine sample subsequently provided by Cota,
who had already been involved in thirteen shipping accidents,

including nine where he was counseled or blamed afterward,
tested clean for cocaine, marijuana, and other illegal drugs.
But it was destroyed without being tested for any of the legal
pharmaceuticals that prescription records show that he had
possessed, such as traces of any of the 124 hydrocodone
tablets, better known as Vicodin, which he obtained from two
pharmacists following dental surgery a month earlier. In the
two months before he swaggered onto the Cosco Busan, Cota
filled prescriptions for Darvon, Valium, Talwin, Imitrex,
Ativan, Provigil, Zoloft, Lomotil, and Compazine, or their
equivalents. Many of those drugs are addictive, and at least
six degrade cognitive performance.
[NMA Comment: Pilot John Cota was recently sentenced
to 10 months in prison as a result of the accident.]
When the ship pulled out of its dock an hour behind
schedule, Zheng, the boatswain, had already spent more than
four hours checking and fixing lashings that local
longshoremen had sloppily strapped around the containers.
He joined the Chief Mate, Kongxiang Hu, on the bow to help
him serve as lookout. He soon grew alarmed by the ship's fast
speed in thick fog.
In China, the Cosco Busan would not have sailed in such
fog, Hu told Zheng in Mandarin. Yet in a failing that
investigators later blamed on the Chinese crewmembers'
cultural reluctance to challenge authority, none of them,
including Master Sun, complained to the brash American pilot
about his speed in heavy fog. Nor did they ask where he was
taking their ship. At 8:13 a.m., Sun radioed Zheng and Hu to
confirm that they were serving as lookouts. Seven minutes
later, Hu abandoned his lookout duties and, without telling
Sun, went inside to eat breakfast, leaving the lower-ranking
boatswain Zheng alone as the ship's only lookout.
Zheng peered nervously into the thick fog. Inside, Cota
didn't realize that he was lost. The northwest-bound ship was
drifting too far west across the face of the bridge as Cota tried
to line it up to pass through the Delta-Echo span.
Disregarding the radar and unable to see through the fog, the
pilot relied on the ship's electronic map. He started directing
the ship, as it appeared on the map, toward a pair of red
triangles that he thought marked the center of the 2,200-foot
span between the Delta and Echo towers.
If Cota had moved the mouse cursor over one of the
triangles, he would have learned its meaning.
To figure out that each of the red triangles symbolized a
floating buoy, rather than a bridge span, he also could have
been expected to call upon his 26 years of piloting experience.
Each triangle was a familiar electronic representation of the
hand-drawn fin that was long-ago adopted by mariners as the
symbol for a conical buoy. Instead, at 8:22 a.m., Cota asked
Master Sun what the triangles meant.
In accounting for Cota's perplexing confusion, NTSB
investigators eventually concluded that "the higher-level
cognitive effort and perceptual skills" needed to interpret the
Cosco Busan's standardized radars and maps "were precisely
those capabilities that would have been degraded" by the
drugs that Cota had possessed. None of Cota's difficulties
using the radar or reading the map would have been expected
of any pilot with sober and effective cognitive functions, the
investigators concluded. In other words, they concluded, he
was tripping on prescription meds.
Sun told Cota that the triangles were symbols for the
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bridge, which Cota took to mean the center of the bridge span.
Neither of the men turned around to ask Third Mate Wang, the
ship's navigational systems expert, to interpret the symbols.
Wang says the pair spoke English too quickly for him to catch
their conversation.
Blinded by fog and by his inability to use the ship's
working radar, Cota began turning the ship in an apparent
effort to navigate between the two red triangles, thinking they
marked the center of the bridge span. In fact, the triangles
marked buoys that were bobbing fifty feet apart on the north
and south sides of the concrete Delta tower. The tower was
directly between them.
At 8:27 a.m., when the ship was one-third of a mile from
the bridge and moving quickly at ten knots, the four-person
Vessel Traffic Service team on Yerba Buena Island noticed
Cota was off course.
"Our initial thought," Watch Supervisor Mark Perez later
told accident investigators, was "that he had aborted his
approach or possibly he had changed to an alternate span."
Sector Controller Frank Sheppard radioed Cota. "Uh, AIS
shows you on a two-three-five heading," he said. A heading
refers to the direction in which a ship's bow is pointed, where
north is expressed as zero degrees and south is 180. The
service's automatic identification system updates the direction
of a turning ship every six seconds or so. "What are your
intentions?" Sheppard asked.
"Um," Cota replied, "I'm coming around and steering 280
right now."
"Roger," Sheppard replied. "Understand you still intend
the Delta Echo span?"
Before replying, Cota double-checked with Sun to be sure
that the pair of red triangles on the electronic map marked the
center of the bridge. "Yeah, yeah," Sun replied.
Cota ordered two hard starboard turns and radioed, "Yeah,
we're still Delta Echo," and kept his dangerous course.
"Uh, roger, captain," Sheppard concluded, then stared with
his colleagues at monitors in horror for more than a minute as
the container ship barreled toward the tower.
Zheng had been staring, alone, through the cold, gray mass
for ten minutes, when a terrifying specter emerged. The ghostly
silhouette of a gray bridge tower appeared fifty yards ahead.
"The bridge tower," the panicked Zheng cried in Chinese
into his walkie-talkie. "The bridge tower!"
Cota and Sun looked and said they saw the tower, which
was slightly on the ship's port side. Then the bar pilot's
lifetime of maritime experience kicked in. He had the
helmsman continue to hold the rudder at hard starboard, which
wheeled the ship's bow around clockwise to the right of the
Delta tower. But that swung its port side around to smash
directly into it. Ten seconds later, Cota ordered the helmsman
to straighten the rudder. Five seconds after that, he ordered
him to turn it hard to port.
The seemingly counterintuitive port turn angled the bow
back toward the tower as an eight-foot-deep gash was gouged
along the ship's single-layered metal hull by the crumpling
timber-and-plastic fender system. Two fuel tanks and a
ballast tank ripped open as the ship grazed past the fender,
leading to a 53,500-gallon oil spill. But the port turn
pirouetted the hulking rear of the fully-laden 901-foot ship
away from the tower just in time to avoid bulldozing into it.
Zheng's watchfulness had helped prevent a catastrophic
collision between the soft steel ship and the solid concrete
bridge tower that could have ruptured the ship and sent

hundreds of thousands of gallons of its fuel into the bay.
And what was his reward? As a witness to alleged crimes,
he was ordered to surrender his passport and report to a US
court. If he entered another state or country, he risked
becoming the unemployed target of an international arrest
warrant.
After the crash, Zheng stayed with the other 23
crewmembers on the ship, which was docked at an anchorage
before being shifted for repairs in a San Francisco shipyard.
Acting on the advice of attorneys hired by their employer, the
crew initially refused to cooperate with the investigators who
clambered aboard. The investigators eventually identified six
of the men, including Zheng, Li and the four most senior
sailors, as targets of material witness warrants. An attorney
appointed by Fleet Management's legal team to represent
Zheng, Li, and two of the other men accepted service of their
arrest warrants. That helped keep the seamen out of jail, but
required them to disembark from the Cosco Busan and remain
in the United States, even after their colleagues had taken the
repaired boat back out of the bay in late December
Attorneys for Fleet Management hired Douglas Schwartz,
a chipper maritime lawyer with experience representing crew
members served with material witness warrants, to represent
Master Sun. Schwartz took the leadership role in arguing on
behalf of all six crew members, including Zheng and Li. He
says he believes the men were "functionally detained.”
The Chinese nationals were squirreled away, out of the
media spotlight, in hotels and an apartment around Nob Hill,
downtown, and the Marina, as deals for their accommodations
were secured. Fleet Management and its staffing contractors
were required to pay the crewmembers' salaries, living
expenses, and cover their health care costs. The seamen were
free to roam about the Bay Area, provided with work visas,
and paid witness fees of $35 to $40 per day. But they
received no counseling services to help them through the
confusing, lonely ordeal.
When a material witness is stuck in the United States, they
are not generally incarcerated. But it's common for depression
to set in, according to Stevenson of the Seamen's Church
Institute. "They've got to sit in a strange place and eat fried
food for six months," he said. "They don't get told exactly
what's going on. Their diet changes and they get bored.
They're trained to be seafarers – not to be sitting around
waiting to testify in a case."
When the Oakland-based chapter of the Seamen's Church
heard that witness warrants had been issued for the men from
the Cosco Busan, it tried to invite them to their center to use
the Internet, receive pastoral and emotional support, and hang
out and play pool with other seamen. But their offer was
ignored, church officials say. And church officials already
had their hands full supporting seven Filipino seamen who
were being held as material witnesses in a separate case.
Those men were stuck in Northern California after some of
them reported that their chief engineer, a Greek national, had
ordered waste oil dumped from the engine room of their ship,
the 626-foot Rio Gold, as it sailed to Oakland from Hawaii.
As a reward for reporting the crime, the four whistleblowers
jeopardized their careers and lost their freedom for months,
but eventually they were rewarded by the US government
with more than $60,000 apiece following the successful
prosecution of their employer, Malta-based Casilda Shipping
Ltd., which was fined $750,000.
Throughout the sojourns of the Cosco Busan crew,
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prosecutors and attorneys for Fleet Management and Cota
repeatedly asked US Magistrate Joseph Spero to extend the
witness warrants – or agreed to such requests from other
lawyers – to keep the men in the country long enough to
testify in the trial of their employer and pilot.
The men's ordeal was prolonged because of tardiness by
prosecutors, who took four months to bring charges against
Cota and more than eight months to file an indictment against
Fleet Management. Delays also occurred because aggressive
Fleet Management defense attorneys demanded their right to
gather every scrap of evidence, Schwartz said, and because of
intense public interest in the case. All of those factors helped
repeatedly postpone the federal trial of Cota and Fleet
Management
Attorneys for the crew claimed in court that the US
government would never accept such treatment of
Americans by a foreign government. They argued that their
clients' long stays violated their Fourth Amendment
protections against unreasonable detention and their Fifth
Amendment due-process rights. The Supreme Court has
never considered this issue, although it has ruled that material
witnesses have a right to witness fees. US Magistrate Spero
replied that the men were "stuck" in Northern California, but
ruled that they were not "detained" because they were not
incarcerated.
"The reason, as far as we can tell, that there's almost no case
law on the subject of 'detention' versus 'functional detention' is
that normally it doesn't last long enough," Schwartz said. "By the
time you get it in front of the Ninth Circuit [Court of Appeals],
it's moot. If we had realized back in the spring how long this
would have dragged out, we would have tried to have teed it up
to get it in front of the Ninth Circuit."
When US Judge Susan Illston pushed back the trial until
after the one-year anniversary of the oil spill, however, Spero
said the crew members could return home after the lawyers
took their depositions. During the depositions, which were
videotaped in a judge-free federal courtroom, the
crewmembers answered questions about their backgrounds
and recalled year-old memories through translators. They had
already shared the same information.
Spero allowed Zheng and Li, the two lowest-ranking and
apparently blameless crewmembers, to give their evidence and
return home before the other men. The depositions lasted for
between three and fourteen days and revealed Fleet

Management's role in the accident, according to Cota's
attorney. "From all of the crew members' depositions, it
became clear that there were significant issues regarding the
training they received from Fleet," Jeffrey Bornstein said.
Zheng, who first spotted the bridge, grew miserable and
depressed in San Francisco, according to his attorney and
others involved in the case. While his colleagues took classes
to improve their English and found work at a cramped sushi
restaurant in a Japanese mall, Zheng spent his time bored,
moping, and sad, resigned to an unfair fate.
Meanwhile, the younger Li, who was held as a witness
because he had been controlling the Cosco Busan's rudder
when an aggressive, drug-dependent, fully-licensed California
superior piloted it into the bridge, grew deeply resentful at
times, the attorneys say. His frustration was palpable; his
demeanor made fierce by the obviousness of the injustice.
In September, Spero allowed Li to return home briefly so
that he could visit his dying 88-year-old grandmother. Spero
said the ruling was made because all of the lawyers involved
in the multi-party case supported his desperate plea. Li paid a
$1,800 bond, agreed to keep close phone contact with the
court, and provided his girlfriend's phone number in China.
Zheng and Li returned home to China for good on the
same day in late November. At that time, more than one year
after the accident, Li's grandmother's ailing heart was still
ticking, and she was still alive to welcome her grandson back
home to Henan Province.
Today, Fleet Management faces hundreds of thousands of
dollars in fines after offering to plead guilty to environmental
misdemeanors. If found guilty on felony charges that its
officials forged documents to mislead spill investigators, it
faces fines of millions of dollars more. And it also will be
billed hundreds of millions of dollars for cleanup and
environmental restoration costs.
The Vessel Traffic Service officials who silently watched
the crash unfold were retrained by the Coast Guard in the
rudimentary art of giving orders to pilots to avoid accidents.
John Cota will be fined and sentenced June 19 to up to ten
months in prison, after he pleaded guilty to a pair of
environmental misdemeanors under a deal with prosecutors.
But his incarceration will be briefer than the Kafkaesque
odysseys of Zheng and Li, who were trapped in Northern
California for more than twelve months because of the
drugstore junkie's wildly errant orders.
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Lafourche Merchant Marine
Training Services, Inc.
Offers you the courses you need!

License upgrades, radar and celestial endorsements
help you stay at the top of your career!
Let Lafourche Merchant Marine meet your training needs. Here’s a
sample of our Courses:
·500/1600 Gross Ton Master or Mate prep class
·100/200 Gross Ton Master/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
·Upgrade 100 Gross Ton Master to 200 Gross Ton Master/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Radar Observer/Radar renewal /USCG-STCW approved (testing done
on site)
·Able Bodied Seaman/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
·Celestial Navigation 200/500/1600/STCW Gross Ton/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Basic Safety Training/STCW-approved/USCG-approved (testing done
on site)
Ù The following modules are available: Elementary First Aid and
CPR, Personnel Safety and Social Responsibility.
·Visual Communications (Flashing Light)/ STCW-approved/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Shipboard Coordinator (Fishing Industry)/USCG-approved (testing done
on site)
·American Red Cross First Aid and CPR/USCG-approved
·Master of Towing Vessels/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
Assistance with U.S. Coast Guard paperwork $75.00 per consultation.
This service is only $30.00 for those enrolled in LMMTS courses.

CALL US AND ENROLL NOW.

LAFOURCHE MERCHANT MARINE TRAINING SERVICES, INC.
4290 Hwy 1
GCMA members get a 10%
Raceland, LA 70394
discount on courses under $500 &
PHONE: (985) 537-1222
20% discount on courses $500+
FAX: (985) 537-1225

NATIONAL MARINERS ASSOCIATION
124 NORTH VAN AVENUE
HOUMA, LA 70363-5895
PHONE: (985) 851-2134
FAX: (985) 879-3911
Email: info@nationalmariners.org
Website: www.nationalmariners.org
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